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Editor’s Note
W
ho doesn’t love to travel? Personally, I can’t
seem to get enough of
it. Living in Shanghai we
have so many fascinating destinations
at our disposal. In the cover story this
month, we asked families around Asia to
choose their favorite vacation spots and
share their stories and experiences
along the journey (page 14). You’ll be well
prepared for your travels to Sri Lanka,
the Philippines, South Africa and more
after reading their tips.

In Life & Culture, we show you our
swimwear picks for kids ages 7-10
(page 10), sure to make them the
most stylish youngsters at the pool
this summer. We also give you a
sneak peak of our day at Shanghai
Disneyland Resort before its grand
opening on June 16 (page 12).
In Learning, we delve into the topic
of achieving higher education and interview two new high school graduates about
their experiences applying to college (page 24). We also give you some tips on helping your kids manage their stress and get prepared for the application process in
the future (page 25).
The hot and humid Shanghai weather is just around the corner. In Food & Fun we
show you the best spots around town to get cold sweets and treats your kids will be
craving in no time (page 32). Check out a killer recipe for granita on page 35 for another cooling dish to try this summer.
In Entertainment, read all about the new circus that is about to hit Shanghai —
Cirkopolis (page 42). It’ll ‘wow’ your family with their stunning performances and
tricks.
So enjoy your summer whether your are traveling or staying right here in Shanghai. We’ll see you back in the fall — until next time!
Alyssa Marie Wieting
Editor-in-Chief

WIN WIN WIN
Every week we are giving away prizes and tickets to some of the
best events and venues around town. To keep in the loop, scan
our QR code for Urban Family Shanghai or sign up to our newsletter at www.urban-family.com/shanghai.
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Compiled by Caleb Jasso

4 Reasons Why
Shanghai’s Education
System is #1
A new World Bank report titled 'How
Shanghai Does It' credits Shanghai students’ consistent performance in international tests to a strong education system.
Four primary factors – stable teachers, skill
assessment with regularly evaluated learning standards, transparency and accountability – form the principal foundation of
said system. Even those who are considered ‘disadvantaged’ according to Shanghai standards consistently score in the top
25 percentile of the PISA.

Child Obesity
Explosion in
Rural China
Shanghai Ranked the 7th
Most Polluted Megacity
Data collected by the World Health Organization (WHO) finds that
Shanghai places seventh on the list of the world’s most polluted megacities. The study compared levels of PM10 and PM2.5 – which can
cause asthma and heart disease – in 11 cities with populations over 14
million.

4
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Recent health reports have indicated a
drastic rise in childhood obesity in rural
China, particularly in the age group of
7-12-year-olds. A survey conducted over
29 years with 28,000 kids in China’s
Shandong province revealed that the percentage of obese boys under the age of 19
had grown from 0.7 percent in 1985 to
16.4 percent, and in girls 1.5 percent to almost 14 percent. Chinese children today
are less active than their parents were.

'Mr. Li doesn't like to eat
rats'
> What a Weibo user named Li changed
his handle on the site to after an enormous live rat fell from the ceiling and
“onto the neck of his colleague” while
eating lunch in a Wagas restaurant near
People's Square.

The number of people
that live within a
three-hour drive or
train ride from Shanghai Disney Resort. This
is the number that
Disney hopes to draw
as their prospective
and regular park attendants.

Hao

The lovable Dory is back in
the sequel Finding Dory,
which will open in China on
June 17.

China has been ranked the
29th most stressed-out
country in the world due to
environmental factors and
living conditions.

Bu
Hao

Huge Piece of
Glass Falls off
Shanghai Tower
A sizable chunk of glass fell
off Shanghai Tower in May. The
incident happened when workers were replacing a piece of curtain wall glass on the 76th floor.
It crashed beside a driver who
was just getting out of his car
next to the building on Dongtai
Lu; he sustained minor injuries
to his foot.

www.urban-family.com
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LIFE & CULTURE
Our Favorite Things

The Dolphin-Adams Family
Edited by Alyssa Wieting

O

riginally from Canada,
Andy, DeAnne, Brady (15),
Liam (15) and Josh (19)
are no strangers to living abroad.
After moving around Canada for
some time, they decided to give
living internationally a shot, first
with Hong Kong in 2008 and later
moving to Shanghai in 2011. After
five years of living in this diverse
city, The Dolphin-Adams family
are saying goodbye as they
depart for their next adventure in
Seattle this summer. But before
they leave, they tell Urban Family
all their favorite things they have
discovered during their time here
in Shanghai.

6
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Our Favorite…
Restaurants
Din Tai Fung, of course – who
can resist those dumplings? We
also like going to Fat Cow. Mr. &
Mrs. Bund has very good food
and the view from the restaurant is so beautiful [they were
there the night before the interview]. Sheng Sushi is Josh’s favorite since he is our sushi aficionado.

Date night spot
Now that the kids are older, it’s
easier to leave them at home, so
we usually make a day out of Saturdays and just see where we
find ourselves after a day of running errands. But usually, if it is a
true date night, we go to Mercato
on the Bund. It’s a good balance
between casual and formal dining, which makes it comfortable.
The eggplant Parmesan is so
good and is a longtime favorite.
We have been to Liquid Laundry

> Din Tai Fung, multiple locations
across Shanghai
> Fat Cow, Lane 99, No. 7 Hongmei
Lu, by Yan’an Xi Lu 虹梅路99弄
7号老外街, 近延安西路 (3422
1700)

a few times as well, especially
when it first opened.

Places to travel in
China

Summer activities

We would have to say our favorite is Guilin because it is absolutely stunning – and we have
actually all been there on separate trips. Anhui is also really
nice, but Beijing is probably our
favorite because of the history.
Taking the high-speed train from
Shanghai to Beijing is the best
trip for first time travelers to
China.

It’s so hot here in the summer so
we usually make a trip back
home to Canada. But when we
are in Shanghai, the kids like to
go to the F1 track, paintballing at
Weicheng Paintball Shooting
Sports Center and go-karting at
SIC Kartworld.

Places to entertain
visitors
We always take them to the water
town Zhujiajiao on the way to Suzhou where you can get hairy
crab and stinky tofu. The Bund is
always good to take them on a
walk when the weather is nice.
Actually, we have been known to
submit visitors to the paintball
experience. Last time, it was
adults against kids; the kids win
every time.

> Mr. and Mrs. Bund, Bund 18,
6/F, 18 Zhongshan Dong Yi Lu, by
Nanjing Dong Lu 中山东一路18
号6楼, 近南京东路 (6823 9898)
> Sheng Sushi, 55 Yongkang Lu, by
Jiashan Lu 永康路55号, 近嘉善
路 (138 1641 8701)

Kids weekend
activities
We like to hang out with friends
and we always go paintballing
when we can. We also go to Jump
360 or play pool at Blue Frog.

Places to travel
outside of China

there. Borneo was amazing; we
saw the orangutans and even got
to hold the babies. But overall
there hasn’t been a place in Asia
that we have visited and haven’t
loved. With three boys we always
have to find adventure in every
trip. No matter where we go it
has to have some type of physical activity involved, which always keeps things exciting.
We’ve done scuba diving, mountain biking, treetop trekking and
white water rafting throughout
Asia.

Places for culture
We really liked going to Red
Town, which is an old steel factory that has been turned into a
series of private galleries. It has a
lot of sculptures with a giant
open park and it’s really interesting.

We really liked Boracay and the
weather was great when we were

> Mercato, 6/F, 3 Zhongshan Dong
Yi Lu, by Guangdong Lu 中山东一
路3号6楼, 近广东路 (6321 9922)
> Liquid Laundry, 2/F, 1028 Huaihai
Zhong Lu, by Donghu Lu 淮海中
路1028号2楼, 近东湖路 (6445
9589)

> Weicheng Paintball Shooting
Sports Center, 388 Chenhua Lu, by
Ronghui Lu 辰花路388号, 近茸惠
路 (5769 0500)
> SIC Kartworld, 2000 Yining Lu, by
Wai Huan Xi Lu 伊宁路2000号, 近
外环西路 (6956 9717)

> Jump 360, 1408 Jidi Lu, by Jizhan
Lu 纪翟路1408号, 近纪展路 (131
6625 0458)
> Red Town, 570 Huaihai Xi Lu, by
Hongqiao Lu 淮海西路570号, 近
虹桥路 (6280 4741)

www.urban-family.com
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Life & culture

Working Moms in Shanghai

Ioana Kraft Shares Her Insights on Work and Family
Edited by Alyssa Wieting

T

here are many hard working moms in Shanghai. In this series, we talk to working moms from
different backgrounds and industries about their motivations, family life, experiences and what
they have learned along the way.
any part of the world, and we found ourselves
here in Shanghai.
How do you balance your home and work
life?
It’s challenging. I have to work a lot with my
calendar and stay organized. I am very lucky
to have had so much support over the years.
For example, we had an ayi who was with us
for nine years and we are still close; she is like
a grandmother to my children. It’s all about
efficiency and I make sure I get home in time
for the kids. I sometimes work in the evenings after they go to bed and catch up on
emails and things I didn’t get to finish earlier.

I

oana Kraft moved to Shanghai with her
husband 13 years ago and has been developing her career ever since. Always comfortable with living abroad, she was born in
Romania, and was brought up in North Africa
and Germany. When she first arrived in Shanghai, Ioana worked for a German law firm. She
joined the European Union Chamber of Commerce Shanghai one year later and has been
with them ever since. She now has two beautiful girls Lily (7) and Friday (11) who were born
and raised in Shanghai. Their original plan
was to stay for two years, but Ioana and her
family now find themselves calling Shanghai
home where both her work and home life have
blossomed.
Give us your 30-second blurb about your
career.
I had more of an academic background prior
to moving to Shanghai, teaching at a university and doing my PhD in international law. At
the European Chamber we represent European business in China and we lobby for greater
market access. Our work is more focused on
policy and it is very related to what I was doing before. There is always something new to
do with the changing social and economic de-

8
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‘My mother worked while
I was growing up, so it
was always a give-in for
me that I would have a
career’
velopment and this is what keeps the job interesting for me. I have been in my current
role as the general manager of the European
Chamber for seven years now.
Has anything about your career surprised you?
Not really. I was always interested in doing
something related to international relations,
so this comes pretty close to what I imagined.
I studied law and I would do it all over again,
but I had always wanted to put it into a more
international perspective.
Have you always wanted to work abroad?
Yes, but I had always imagined myself working
in Latin America. However, my husband’s job
has more of an Asian focus and I was open to

What are the key differences in working in
China versus working in Europe?
Compared to Europe, everything here is
much less predictable and things happen on
short notice. It is an interesting aspect of my
job because anything can happen at any
time.
Is it important for you to be a role model in
terms of a working mom for your kids?
Yes, it is. I didn’t actually realize it because it’s
just the way it has always been for me. My
mother worked while I was growing up, so it
was always a given for me that I would have a
career. I didn’t realize how much of an impact
it had on my girls until recently. But I do notice them mentioning that they like having a
working mom. Of course I get complaints here
and there from them, but generally they are
happy with me having a career.
If you could tell your 25-year-old self anything, what would it be?
Just believe in things happening and they will
happen.

Interested in being featured in the next
column of Working Moms? Email urbanfamily@urbanatomy.com.

Advertorial

Happy Farm

Get in Touch with Nature at Crowne Plaza
Shanghai Harbour City

I

t’s important to travel with the family
and experience new things, but it can certainly be a challenge finding the best
family-friendly options. Crowne Plaza Shanghai Harbour City is offering a variety of packages perfect for that relaxing weekend you’re
craving with the family. Located in the outskirts of Shanghai, try one of their newest
packages will certainly satisfy the kids.
Newly opened in May, Crowne Plaza Shanghai
Harbour City’s Happy Farm is an excellent educational experience for children that allows
them to get in touch with nature and animals.
Partnering with local farmers in the area, kids
will learn to plant and grow vegetables and
flowers. They may even get their hands a little
dirty by using traditional Chinese tools to assist farmers in picking vegetables when they
are ripe and ready.

cle and enjoy the play center. Older kids can
even take a sailing lesson.
From now until December 31, enjoy their Happy Farm package from RMB976 net per night
including a one-night stay, breakfast buffet for
two and an exciting farm experience for the
family.
So take a trip to Dishui Lake and experience all
that Crowne Plaza Shanghai Harbour City has
to offer—the family is sure to enjoy it.
For more information or reservations, please call Crowne
Plaza Shanghai Harbour City at (86 21) 2033 9999 ext.
Reservation.

Friendly farm animals such as donkeys, ponies, ducks, chickens, piglets and even goats
are housed in little colorful mushroom coops
that look like they just came out of a cartoon.
Children can feed and play with them in a gated grassy area that is supervised by the staff.
The younger ones can even ride the pony!
Crowne Plaza Shanghai Harbour City is located on the coast of Dishui Lake at the edge of
the city. The hotel offers a tranquil experience
that is out of the hustle and bustle of Shanghai and allows guests to get a dose of clean air
and water. Various family-friendly activities
are available on site. Besides taking a dip in the
outdoor pool, you can also ride a tandem bicy-

www.urban-family.com
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Life & culture

Swim in Style

Trendy Swimwear for Kids
By Alyssa Wieting

S

ummertime is
here and whether
you are preparing for a
family vacation abroad or just
hitting the Shanghai pools, your
kids are gonna need to suit up.
We’ve come up with a cool wave
of fashionable summer clothing
and swimwear for children
ages 7-10. They’ll be the cool
kids on the block, or the beach,
that is. From colorful swim
trunks and matching tops for
boys to swimsuits and cover-ups
for girls, these outfits are sure to
keep them in style and beach ready.

JCrew

RMB362
www.jcrew.com

H&M

RMB46
www.hm.com

Kate Spade

RMB447.34
www.bloomingdales.com

M&S

RMB143
www.marksandspencer.com

JCrew

RMB330
www.jcrew.com

H&M
Zara

RMB139
www.zara.cn
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RMB119
www.hm.com

Zara

RMB89
www.zara.cn

M&S

RMB95
www.marksandspencer.com

Zara

RMB139
www.zara.cn

Vineyard Vines

RMB361.82
www.bloomingdales.com

Conscious Kid
RMB100
www.hm.com

M&S

RMB86
www.marksandspencer.com

www.urban-family.com
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T

he most magical place on earth
has come to Shanghai, and
Urban Family got a first look
before Shanghai Disneyland Resort’s
grand opening on June 16. Focused on
more recent Disney movies, expect
characters such as Rapunzel, Merida
and Elsa to make multiple appearances,
but don’t worry — you’ll still see your
old favorites including Mickey, Snow
White, Ariel, Donald Duck and Winnie
the Pooh. While it’s geared towards a
younger crowd (it is Disney), there are a
couple of action-based rides that you
won’t want to miss, including TRON and
Soaring Over the Horizon; however, our
personal favorites were Peter Pan’s
Flight and the Seven Dwarfs Mine Train.
With story times, restaurants, rides and
play centers spread throughout the
park, your family will have that
enchanting Disney experience every
child dreams of.
> For more information visit www.shanghaidisneyresort.com.
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Hail to the Mouse

A Look Into the New Shanghai Disneyland
Words and photos by Alyssa Wieting & Bridget O’Donnell
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from silk tablecloths to ceramics
and wooden bowls.
Again, the food was stupendous;
we had pho coming out our ears.
Besides a range of fine to very
local eating options, the Old
Town also has many interesting
art shops that sell compelling old
propaganda posters.
No visit to Hanoi would be complete without seeing its famous
(and slightly odd) water puppets.
We day-tripped out of town to
see silk and pottery production,
which was engrossing for the
kids. One night I took one
daughter to a performance of
‘Beethoven’s 9th’ in the Hanoi
Opera House, a charming miniature of the Paris Opera, which
was a great though not a very
‘Asian’ thing to do.

m
a
n
Viet
Insider tip
Avoid Hanoi airport hotels

Best age group
7-12 years

By Trevor Marshallsea

Travel time
from Shanghai
3 hours

ie (9).

Trevor

v
0) and E
rs Lani (1
te
h
g
u
a
with d

Suggested
minimum stay
7 days

I

f a holiday is supposed to end
on a high, which suggests it
started from a somewhat lower
point, then I planned Vietnam like
a genius. After a horrific experience at an airport hotel in Hanoi (I
won’t say it’s the worst hotel I’ve
stayed in, but it’s in the top one),
the rest of our Vietnam experience
was superb.
The Famiana Resort on Phu
Quoc Island was marvellous, with
all you need for a relaxing week
at a resort: a nice beach (even for
this Australian beach snob), including inflatable play structures
for the kids, a good pool, lovely
grassed grounds and superb Vietnamese food all day, as well as
a French-influenced wine and
cheese list.

16
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Phu Quoc – best known as the
home of fish sauce – is an unsung gem of Southeast Asia,
where you’ll find a vibrant village
and market and a thriving pearl
trade. While our snorkelling day
trip was underwhelming (crowded, and not much to see), the island is recommended as a developing location, and has a sparkling new airport.

We ended (on that high) at UNESCO-listed Ha Long Bay. It’s
crowded but a must-see, for the
staggering sight of limestone
karsts rising from the sea, and to
witness the water-based lives of
the inhabitants. The sight of their
kids operating motorboats to get
home from school had ours in
awe. Dau Go and other caves
are well worth a look.

Hanoi had changed greatly in 10
years. My wife kept insisting we
should get to the Old Town. I
kept insisting we were already in
it. There’s a lot more bustle these
days, but that’s a sight in itself.
You watch and dodge regiments
of motor scooters charging down
roads five abreast, while you buy
your charming and cheap wares,

For its cultural diversity, natural
beauty, food and relative economical value, I’d rank Vietnam
as my favorite Southeast Asian
destination – despite its airport
hotels.

M

r
a
m
yan

By Urte Kuhland

M

yanmar has always
been on our list of
places to go in Southeast Asia, however, we held off
due to the political situation. But
now, as it has improved, we took
the opportunity to visit this wonderful country.
Also known as Burma, Myanmar is
located northeast of Thailand. You
will find great beaches on the
coast, impressive mountains in the
north and northeast and, of course,
lots of pagodas throughout the
country (particularly in the Mandalay, Bagan and Yangon areas). It is
home to farming on the banks and
a fascinating array of river animals
like river dolphins, which we sadly
didn’t manage to see.
For a nice short trip with the family, we suggest visiting Bagan
and Lake Inle. Seeing Yangon is
also a must because of the famous Shwedagon Pagoda, but
you can skip out on seeing the
rest if you are pressed for time.
Discovering the pagodas was a
fun adventure for our kids and
they liked to ring the bells in the
temples.
We really enjoyed strolling around
the area of Bagan with our tour

n

d childre

ichael an
usband M
h
r
e
h
h
).
Urte wit
David (5
(8) and
Philipp

guide or by ourselves on e-bikes.
The kids loved visiting the Green
Hill Valley Elephant Camp near
Kalaw where they helped feed
and bathe the elephants. We also
liked cruising over Lake Inle and
visiting the floating villages,
where you can watch the onelegged rowers float by on their
boats.
Because the country has just
started opening up more, we
found that people were very interested in tourists and especially
children, and they were generally
very relaxed. The locals were
very nice and friendly to the kids,
which made it a safe and fun
family destination – although we
have never felt particularly unsafe
traveling around Southeast Asia
with children.

Insider tip
Arrange a boat trip from
Mandalay to Bagan

Best age group
4 and above

Travel time
from Shanghai
~8 hours with one stopover

Suggested
minimum stay
10 days

Since traveling with kids – especially younger ones – is always a
challenge, I recommend booking
a guided private tour for Myanmar. We used Myanmar Shalom,
a local operator, and we were
very satisfied with them.
Overall, we were very impressed
with what Myanmar had to offer
and we would recommend it to
other families.
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n the summer of 2013, our
family traveled through Bali for
three weeks and we absolutely
loved it. Last year during the October holiday, we decided to visit
again, but combined it with Lombok (Kuta Lombok) and Gili Air
this time around. First we flew
from Denpasar to Lombok and
stayed for four days. From there,
we went to Gili Air by boat for another four days, and spent our last
few days in Seminyak on Bali.
These destinations are great for
families because they make for
easy traveling. It’s safe and you
can book everything you like
through travel agents while you
are there.

children

There are many great places to go
to in Bali. Sanur has beautiful
white sandy beaches and different
activities like kite surfing, canoes,
paddle boats and water scooters,
which are great for the whole family. Ubud is more central (no
beach), but it has a great environment as it is surrounded by rice
fields. You can rent bikes and go
for half or full day tours, either
guided or by yourselves. One of
our favorite experiences was walking through the monkey forest;
however, I will recommend doing
this toward the end of the day because monkeys can get a bit aggressive when they are hungry.
On Lombok, we went to Kuta on
the southern coast. One of the

more popular destinations on
Lombok is Senggigi, but we were
looking for a more quiet, authentic place. So, we opted to stay at
the Novotel Lombok Resort &
Villas, which was built in traditional Sasak style. It has a great
beach and the hotel is not too
big – very family-friendly.
From there we went to Gili Air,
one of the three small Gili Islands, which are part of Lombok.
Since Gili Meno is very basic and
doesn’t have any electricity, and
Gili Trawangan is usually very
crowded, we decided to go to
Gili Air. You can walk around the
whole island in one hour and we
loved it. There are a lot of organic and fresh juice bars and sea-

food restaurants right on the
beach. And the main benefit:
cars are not allowed!
We recommend always getting
hotels with a pool and only doing
half-day trips (such as visiting a
palace or temple), so you can
spend the other half at the swimming pool or the beach. This
part of the trip was always more
fun for the kids.
Out of all the highlights of our
trip, my advice is to bike through
the rice fields in Ubud, chill at
(one of) the Gili Islands and indulge in drinking Sundowners on
Seminyak beach while watching
the sun go down by the sea. You
won’t regret it.

Best age group
All ages

Best way to get
around in-country
By car or driver

Travel time
from Shanghai
6.5 hours minimum

Suggested
minimum stay
1 week
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Insider tip
Get your visa online

Best way to get around
Tuk-tuk or private car

Best age group
Age 8 to teenagers

Travel time
from Shanghai
4 hours

Suggested
minimum stay
6 days

T

his past February my family and I visited Galle, Sri
Lanka. We chose Sri Lanka because we wanted to invite
two other families to join us on
our Chinese New Year holiday at
a destination in Asia. It is a fourhour flight from Hong Kong, or six
if you fly directly from Shanghai.
We stayed at Elysium, a magnificent private villa located right by
the Indian Ocean. Sitting on the
beachfront, it is perfect for a family or two to enjoy a unique and
luxurious holiday. With four private bedrooms, a gym, private
pool and a two-story main house,
it is a dream of Asian hospitality.
Besides walking along the beach,

kids and families can enjoy the
swimming pool or play pool inside the villa.
We went out to Galle Fort, which
is just a 30-minute tuk-tuk ride
away, or in our case a private
van. You can walk along the fort,
watch snake charmers and visit
many kid-friendly shops. Beautiful cloth items, paintings, ornate
frames and crafts adorn the small
stores. We rented a catamaran
with captain and crew and went
whale watching one morning – a
great experience for the kids!
The family had a real thrill when
we took a private sea plane from
Colombo airport to the lake just

next to our hotel. It was a 30-minute flight over the lush jungles of
Sri Lanka and is an activity not to
be missed. The adults in our
group toured a tea plantation and
that was also a lot of fun. We did
a private tour, but I am sure you
can do it yourself.
At no time were we concerned for
the safety of the kids or ourselves. If you have traveled in
Asia, it is no different than Bali,
Thailand or the Philippines. The
Sri Lankan people are polite and
very friendly.
I would highly suggest visiting Sri
Lanka; it’s the perfect place for a
trip with the family!
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Insider tip
Hire a catamaran and barter for around PHP6,000

Best age group
Any

Travel time
from Shanghai
~7 hours with one stopover
and ferry ride

Suggested
minimum stay
5 days
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oracay is a small island
located approximately
300 km south of Manila in
the Western Visayas region of the
Philippines. It is famous for its
white powdery beaches, crystal
clear water, kite boarding and vibrant nightlife.
We chose to visit Boracay to see a
family we met when we first
moved to Shanghai who now live
there. They have children the
same age as our son Justin, and
we thought it would be a great
family getaway.
We frequented White Sand Beach
– the main beach on the island. It is

sectioned off into ‘stations,’ which
made it easier to navigate the area.
It can be very busy, especially at
night (stations one and two in particular), but it is easy to get away
from the crowds and find sections
that are great for kids. For families,
we would suggest going to station
three as there were not many people and the water was warm, clear
and very calm.
One of our favorite memories is
hiring a catamaran for a day and
going sailing around the island
and visiting private beaches. We
did this twice on our trip we loved
it so much. The captain and crew
cooked up a BBQ lunch on a se-

cluded beach and they provided
snorkeling gear and other beach
games for us. We even saw a turtle – the kids loved it!
Since having our son we have
used Airbnb more than hotels,
which has become a favorite of
ours over the last few years. We
rented a house in a six-villa compound with its own pool and excellent staff. It was on the east
side of the island on Bulabog
Beach (opposite side of the island
to White Sand beach), where rentals are cheaper. However, if you
want to be as close to the action
as possible, then it’s best to stay
somewhere on White Sand Beach.

A

lthough this was not our
first trip to South Africa, it
was my first time going to
Johannesburg, Pretoria and Durban. My wife Kim is from there,
so we visit often, but mostly to
Kimberley and Cape Town. This
spring, however, we decided to
try something different.

find traditional foods as well as
arts and crafts there.

South Africa is a great trip for the
whole family as there is so much
for children to do, and our oneyear-old daughter Kirby had a lot
of fun. It’s easy to access shopping centers and restaurants, so
you don’t need to worry about the
basics. Johannesburg and Pretoria have many food markets, so
keep an eye out and ask some locals for recommendations. You’ll

In Pretoria, I’d recommend visiting some working farms. We
drove out to one called Irene
Dairy, where we enjoyed a hearty
breakfast and checked out some
cows and other animals. It was
the first time Kirby had seen real
farm animals, so it was fun
watching her reaction.
We then traveled down to Durban
via Van Reenen, a very small,
quaint town, which was a great
place to stop for a break. Once in
Durban, we stayed at Cabana
Beach Resort on Umhlanga
Beach. To be honest, there
wasn’t much real need to leave

the hotel because there was so
much to do for the whole family.
We spent most of our time going
from the baby and children’s pool
to the beach. There were live
shows for the kids, native dancing performances, and we also
roasted marshmallows over a fire
pit. They also have an adult pool
if you need a break from the kids.
If you are looking for something
to do outside the hotel, I recommend visiting Ushanka Marine
World. We spent a day there immersed in the water world. Another day we ventured out to the
Durban Society of Model Engineers where families can ride on
model trains. We also drove to
the Karkloof Canopy Tours – an-

other great experience that entailed zip lining through a forest.
South Africa is a great place to
visit; the people are truly wonderful and friendly. Make sure to
catch the sunrise as well – it’ll
blow you away.
(I will say as a side note, that
there was a bit of concern for
safety there. Families need to hire
a reliable car and make sure doors
and windows are locked at all
times—keep in mind that South
Africa requires a lot of driving to
get around. Like anywhere in the
world, don’t stray away from the
beaten path. Despite this, it is still
a wonderful place to visit.)

Insider tip
Hire a car

Best age group
Children of all ages

Travel time
from Shanghai
18 hours

Suggested
minimum stay
2 weeks
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hailand’s northern capital
Chiang Mai – known as the
‘Rose of the North’ – is
nestled among forested foothills
about 700km north of Bangkok,
giving it a relatively cool climate
almost all year round. Although it’s
becoming increasingly popular
with travelers, this once ‘sleepy
old city’ maintains its provisional
charm, surrounded by a working
moat and ancient walls.
My husband, our 5-year-old
daughter Jasmine and I chose to
visit Chiang Mai because there’s a
direct flight from Shanghai –
which takes less than four hours.
The airport is only a 10-minute
drive away from the heart of Chiang Mai’s ‘old city,’ which oozes
with culture and history. Majestic
temples beckon you over with the
ring of their ‘prayer drums,’ and
there are colorful night markets

Insider tip
Chiang Mai is quickly
becoming quite touristy, if you’re looking
for a more bohemian
experience, head to
the riverside town of
Pai, which is a 3
hours’ drive north of
Chiang Mai.

Tina

Best age group
5-15 years old

Travel time
from Shanghai
4 hours

Suggested
minimum stay
5 days
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with live music. Your family will
soak up their culture and traditions wherever you go.
There are many quirky attractions
for kids in Chiang Mai. Some of
our favorites were the Patara Elephant Farm and the Elephant Nature Park. They are ethical sanctuaries, which allow children to get
close to the elephants, and even
ride, bathe and feed them. If your
family wants a walk on the wilder
side, there are plenty of opportunities for white water rafting and
zip lining. When Jasmine is older,
we will come back to go trekking
in the mountains.
Away from the adrenaline and
wildlife, the food markets are a joy
and an absolutely delicious experience. Like its culture, Chiang Mai
food is distinctive from the rest of
Thailand and has influences from
neighboring countries.
Jasmine especially enjoyed making paper at the Elephant Poo Poo
Paper Park, which is just 20 minutes from the city by car. Another
favorite was learning to make our
own traditional ‘Sa paper’ parasols
at the Bo Sang Umbrella village.
There is a large range of hotels,
from luxurious boutiques to hostels. We enjoyed and would highly
recommend the U Chiang Mai
Boutique Hotel, which is close to
the city’s famous Sunday walking
streets.
Chiang Mai is a very easy city to
travel around. It was a wonderful
destination for our family to visit
and we look forward to going
back again one day.

We’re originally from Australia, so
Singapore has always been a great
stopover city when traveling long
distances. We first visited when we
attended a wedding in Thailand
and decided to extend our stay
and stopped in Singapore to explore the city with our son Felix.
One of our favorite memories was
the lush, green water parks and
jungle gardens, especially Jacob
Ballas Children’s Garden because
of its fun Peter Pan vibe. It captivated Felix straight away with its
large butterfly sculptures, enormous trees and winding paths and
bridges, which are all safe and
child-friendly. There are tree hous-

es, sand pits, fruit trees and fun
play equipment that kids can explore.
Gardens by the Bay should also
be on your list of must-sees. Every part of the park is interesting,
no matter what age your child is.
The Cloud Forest is the most exquisite, and the waterfall is amazing and so peaceful. We enjoyed a
fancy afternoon tea set at Pollen
with friends with views of Marina
Bay Sands inside the Garden’s
Flower Dome.
We would suggest staying at the
Wanderlust Boutique Hotel in Little India because we had a great
experience there and it came recommended by a local friend. We
stayed in a Technicolor room that
changed in colors of green, blue
and red at a flick of the switch,
and Felix was entranced by it.
Singapore is a great place to put
your mind at ease while on holiday
with the family. Its cleanliness and
a plethora of pools and parks
keep families active and happy.

Insider tip
Go to the old seafood
market for delicious
street food

Best age group
All ages

Best way to get
around
Metro or taxi

Travel time
from Shanghai
6 hours

Suggested
minimum stay
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By Amelia Chappelow

S

ingapore has always been
a good family-friendly holiday destination in Asia.
While some people may find it a
little beige or lacking in character,
when traveling with a toddler it’s
extremely appealing for an easy,
vibrant and relaxing holiday. It is a
modern and easy-to-get-around
metropolis that’s filled with gardens, water parks, great food and
art spaces.
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learning
Student Spotlights

Achieving Higher Education
Edited by Alyssa Wieting

B

oth high school graduates this spring, Karis and Nils
tell Urban Family about their experiences applying for
college and moving on to their next adventure.

What are your plans
after graduation?

Karis: I have been admitted to Harvard’s class of
2020. I plan to pursue a social science program
and am considering sociology, economics and
political science.
Nils: I plan to study economics and mathematics at the University of Edinburgh.

What was the most difficult
part about choosing your
next steps and university?

Karis: I initially considered taking a gap year for
a project in rural China, but finally decided to
start college hoping that four more years of education and experience might better equip me to
pursue humanitarian projects at a more effective level post-college.
Nils: Coping with the wait period for universities to reply was most difficult. Also knowing
that this is your future makes it very nervewracking at times.

What did you look for most in
a university when applying?

Karis: I was looking for a stimulating environment, intellectually curious atmosphere and a
diverse arena of backgrounds and perspectives.
But these days, the majority of universities offer
all of this, so the truth is, we (as students) are
more worried about whether the university will
see anything in us than whether we see anything in the university.
Nils: Definitely course content. It’s important to
know whether or not the course is suitable for
me.

How has your time in Shanghai
prepared you for college?

Karis: My time in China has opened my eyes to
a new world of cultural and socioeconomic diversity. It has prepared me to lay aside narrow
personal frameworks and explore new ideas and
perspectives in college.
Nils: I was able to live in one of the most economically developed cities in the world and experience the growth of China firsthand as well.

Was it important for you to
go abroad for university?

Karis: Yes. I mainly considered programs in the
United States, but did look at a joint program
between Yale and the National University of Singapore (located in Singapore).
Nils: Yes, it was important as I wanted to attend
one of the top universities. I targeted schools in
Switzerland and the UK.
Karis Tai, Year 12, Concordia
International School
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Nils Voegtli, Year 13, British International School Shanghai Puxi

Did you feel stressed or
pressured in the process of
choosing your school?

Karis: Saying I felt stressed would be an understatement. I’m not sure I have ever successfully
“dealt” with the stress (mostly I just got through
it), but I constantly reminded myself that this
was the beginning of a journey, not the end.
Overall, my parents and teachers were pivotal in
reminding me of that.
Nils: I felt pressured when it came to deadlines
and deciding when was the perfect time to apply. I coped with it by talking to the higher education [counseling] department and by doing
my own research.

How do you think it will feel
come graduation and you are
officially done with high school?

Karis: As seniors, we spend most of the year
freaking out about the next phase of our lives
and sometimes forget to live this one to the fullest. Now that graduation is upon us, it’s hard to
believe that high school is over; this all feels surreal.
Nils: Very happy as the IB program was one of
the toughest things I’ve done in my life.

Tips From a Teacher

Managing Exam Preparation and University Applications
By John Macrow, Director of Higher Education at Wellington College International Shanghai

M

any students will find
themselves under a lot
of stress in their final
year of school trying to prepare for
their examinations and
organize a range of
university applications
at the same time. Here
are some tips to help
your child reduce stress
and manage the
workload.

1 Aim to complete your university applications, if possible, by the end of the first term
of Year 13. This will allow the rest of the academic year for examination preparation, which
has to be your main priority.

2 Prepare your university applications

before Year 13 so that once
you’re back in school,
you simply

3 Start with a long list of college options that can be
cut down to a short-list of 10 to 12 (maximum) by
the start of the academic year. Make sure to give
yourself a range of options – reach, target and safety.
4 Familiarize yourself with application procedures

for different universities and countries you are applying to. Draw up a timetable of deadlines for
when you need to complete each batch of applications and remember that scholarship deadlines may be different from application deadlines.

5 Give yourself the time to research col-

lege and course options in detail before
making your final choice. Universities
will offer you an incredible range of
options and you need to go through
these carefully before making up
your mind.

have
to complete a
series of online applications and then forward with appropriate documentation to the universities of your choice.

All in all, draw up a plan and gather all the information and documentation you will need to put your
plan into effect at the start of the school year. Leaving things to the last minute is a recipe for disaster.
John Macrow is the director of higher education at Wellington College
International Shanghai.
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Getting into

University

Why It’s Getting Tougher for Students Around the World
By Edward Kim, Chief Academic Officer at Elite Education Group

T

he competition for
getting into university is
only growing, so what
can you do to stand out from
the crowd?
I have been speaking to parents and families at
dinner tables and convention halls all over the
world, and one of the questions I get the most
is: “Is it really going to be harder? I hear from
(insert any source here) that it’s impossible to
get into good universities!” While it may be difficult, it is normal to be concerned about
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whether your child can get into a good university or college or not.
This year there were 1.2 million – yes million –
applications for the top 25 schools in America.
To put this into perspective, read this: the admission rates for students applying to Princeton
University this past year, for students who had a
perfect score of 2400 on the SAT, was just 13 percent. Sure, we’re only talking about one variable
of the academic core (GPA and test scores) but
that’s the point: the higher up you go on the
most competitive school list, everyone who is
accepted is within that top 5 percent of test
scores.

This phenomenon is caused by a number of reasons, one of which is population growth. There
are simply more children coming of age and applying to university compared to 20 years ago.
However, the number of students a college or
university can actually take in has not increased
all that much. From an administrative standpoint, the school’s growth in student intake
must be proportional to the number of dorms
and classroom space available; hence matriculation numbers do not change much from year to
year. And, as cruel as it sounds, good schools are
only good because they have a limited number
of spots per year and diversity quotas to fill. So,
applicants must do something to stand out.
While test scores are quite important when it
comes to initial judgments by schools, the final
decision also depends on other factors. You need
extras such as the AP (Advanced Placement) or
IB (International Baccalaureate) programs.
The AP program was designed to allow high
school kids to take college level courses so that
the students could skip certain courses in college by preparing all year under a difficult curriculum approved by the College Board. In May,
students take the AP test, and will receive scores

of 1 to 5. The IB program, on the other hand,
was designed by the Swiss as set courses,
ending in an internationally recognized diploma that would allow students to earn
college credit early. The AP is based more on
freedom of choice and proving skills on
tests, while the IB is based on heavy college
level writing and research through a progression of set classes and grades.
If you are getting an IB diploma, American
colleges will still consider that as rigorous
as a typical AP load of courses and will not
doubt your college-level academic skills.
But even among top AP and IB students,
more or extra distinction is required. I encourage students to take AP courses, not
just tests. Why? Competition.
Now the obvious question is this: Why does
any of this matter to me? I have no real
choice in this matter. If I attend an AP program or American school, I am limited to
the AP courses that my school will allow for
me to take. But not anymore. In the new
modern era, there are institutions that have

the same WASC accreditation as private
high schools who are able to run courses
that issue college accepted grades. Today,
we live in the age of ‘blended learning.’ For
the first time, students are not bound by
the limitations of school systems or physical classrooms, and can have the freedom
to plan AP courses and tests starting from
9th grade, maximizing the time they have
before submitting applications.

‘This year there were 1.2 million – yes million – applications for the top 25 schools
in America’

My message to all families, regardless of
school system is this: You live in a new age
of hope and freedom. If you want, and if
you plan, you do not have to be limited
physically to your school and its options,
rules and availabilities. You can study,
achieve and show off whichever masteries
you wish.
Edward Kim currently serves as the Chief Academic Officer
for Elite Education International, part of the Elite Education
Group. He has been a part of transformative and progressive
education and counseling with Elite for the past nine years.
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Put Your English to
Work with Project Based
Learning in ELA
By Ross Cournoyer

Book club C stops for a photo after their discussion of
the current week’s reading.

E

xperience is the best
teacher. We all learn by doing. Learning hundreds of
new words, reading short
stories and novels, and providing input is still a big part of what we do.
However, in New Pathway’s ELA program, we believe that the best results
come from producing with language. Students who create knowledge retain that knowledge. Students who share that knowledge
with their classmates and teacher retain even more of that knowledge.
Our walls are full of student-designed posters, our offices piled with
portfolios of student essays, and
classrooms noisy with the sound of
debate and discussion. This is what
28 www.urban-family.com

project based learning is all about.
According to leaders of industry, educators, and other experts surveyed
by the U.S.-based National Education
Association, there are “four C’s” that
students need to succeed in the 21st
Century. They are critical thinking,
communication, collaboration, and
creativity. Our ELA program is designed to create an environment
that helps students develop these
skills. By doing so, students are prepared for the kind of challenges they
will face in higher education, and
the world of work.
This method of instruction goes
back to Confucius, or Aristotle, who

taught his students to learn by questioning. Western classrooms still encourage students to engage with
teachers and classmates, making the
classroom student centered. Education philosophers of the 20th century era, like John Dewey and Maria
Montessori, stressed how critical is
for students to “take part in their
own learning.” Learning should be
social and interactive process. Embracing this philosophy benefits the
student in the long run, and helps
them to enjoy the process as well.
Our goal in the ELA program is to
turn everything into an opportunity
to produce. The hundreds of vocab
words students learn are used to cre-

ate sentences, woven into
essay writing assignments
and needed to participate
in games. Memorization
of a word is not enough.
Students will be presented
with opportunities to
make it their own, and use
it with their classmates.
Reading material is meant
to be discussed. As soon as
students get past the basic
level of reading comprehension, they will be
asked to make their own
inferences about what
they read. Different students have different reactions, and these are shared
during teacher-moderated
discussions. The content
of the reading is often
used to make charts, diagrams, and visuals that
demonstrate cause/effect
relationships, sequence of
events. Creating these
items helps students to
synthesize the information they just read, which
reinforces their understanding and aids in the
development of critical
thinking skills.
Even what would normally be a boring grammar
lesson is turned into an
opportunity to speak with
the class. Of course it is
possible to learn the rule,
do a bunch of worksheets,
and call it a day. Our
teachers consistently find
authentic contexts in
which students can use
the grammar structure
right after learning it. For
example, if practicing
comparatives and superlatives, why not have students compare themselves to your classmates
and present to class who is
tallest, who is older etc.?

Student presents instructions to class about
how to make her favorite dish

Students work together to create the knots described
in the reading passage “Knots in my Yoyo String”.
When talking about location prepositions, describe
a photo of a room to a
classmate, and see if they
can put the objects in the
right place as it was described.
Our core teaching philosophy at New Pathway is

‘Teaching Lifelong Success”. At ELA we interpret
this to mean that students
are not simply here to improve their English, but to
learn how to put it to
work. Without the skills to
collaborate with others,
think critically and creatively, and without the cu-

riosity to continue asking
questions outside the
classroom, the knowledge
is of little use.
As Confucius said: “I hear
and I forget. I see and I remember. I do and I understand.”
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food & fun

Far-West Crêpes &
Galettes
We definitely don’t fancy the
hour-long queue at Wukang Lu’s
WIYF ice cream window (especially not with summer heat and little ones in tow), but Franck Pécol’s newest concept offers excellent savory galettes and sweet
crêpes (French-style pancakes).
The latter can be topped with the
same ice cream served at WIYF
next door.
> 202 Wukang Lu, by Fuxing Lu 武康路 202
号, 近复兴西路. Open Fri: 6-10pm, SatSun: 11.30am-10pm.

W

e all deserve a little sweetness in our lives,
and summer is the best time for it. The thrill
of getting ice cream and a cold dessert on a
hot day are some of our most treasured
childhood memories. In Shanghai, there are
dozens of cafés, dessert bars and on-the-go spots for you
to treat your own little ones. Here are nine of the best
spots from around town, including both tried and tested
favorites and some new entrants too.

Strictly Cookies Ice
Cream Sandwiches
We’re enormous fans of Lexie
Comstock’s homegrown brand
Strictly Cookies. In fact, the only
thing that improves them is a
wedge of ice cream in the middle!
Get them at Strictly Cookie’s
shops on Xiangyang Lu and at
Metrobank Plaza, or order them
straight to your house via their
website and WeChat account.
> Jing’an: 93 Xiangyang Bei Lu, by Xinle
Lu 襄阳北路93号, 近新乐路. (1378 894
0337)
> Changning: 1152 Yan’an Xi Lu, 105/F,
Metrobank Square, by Panyu Lu 延安西路
1152号首信银都国际广场105室，近番
禺路 (www.strictlycookies.com)

Summer
Eats
&
9 of Our Favorite Ice Cream
32
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Awfully Chocolate
Got a little chocoholic on your
hands? Treat them (and yourself)
to a dessert at this Singaporean
dessert brand’s Jing’an location,
just a few steps from Nanjing Xi
Lu Metro station. We’re particularly big fans of their chocolate
mille crêpe cake, which is lighter
than some of their richer offerings. Opt for their luxurious ‘hēi’
chocolate ice cream if you need
to cool down.
> 169 Wujiang Lu, In Point Mall, 1/F, Room
120/F, by Taixing Lu 吴江路169号四季坊
1楼120室, 近泰兴路. Open daily, 10am10pm. (6267 9390)

Stone Fresh
This awesome shop in Xintiandi’s
Hubin Dao mall sells freshly
churned frozen yoghurt in a variety of tasty flavors (apple pie and
vanilla being our favorites), and
offers a huge selection of toppings like fresh fruit, nuts, cereals
and candies to choose from. Kids
will love adding the toppings
themselves, and the fun swing
seats at the front of the shop.
> Xintiandi: B/2, Room E26, Hubin Dao Mall,
150 Hubin Lu, by Jinan Lu 湖滨路150号湖
滨道商场B2楼E26室, 近济南路. Open
daily, 9.30am-9.30pm. (6329 5990)
> Caoyang: 2/F, Room L2-39B, Parkside
Plaza, 196 Daduhe Lu, by Yunling Dong Lu
大渡河路196号长风景畔广场2楼, 近云
岭东路. Open daily, 10am-9.30pm. (1312
213 7971)

Gracie’s
No dessert list would be complete
without a mention of Gracie’s,
which shares its location with Al’s
Diner. Not only do they have lots
of flavors to choose from (the
mint chocolate chip is the best in
town), you also don’t have to line
up for over an hour to get it! Also
a great choice for their smaller
‘one scoop’ serving sizes, well
suited for younger children.
> 204 Xinle Lu, by Donghu Lu 新乐路204
号,近东湖路. Open daily, 7-12am. (5465
1259)

Sweet
Treats
and Dessert Shops

By Betty Richardson
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Mr. Waffle
After three years of pop-ups,
Belgian import Mr. Waffle finally has their own brick and mortar shop near People’s Square.
We love the ‘Brussels’ waffle
with cream and Belgian chocolate (RMB26). There’s also seating inside, and a range of imported beers for mom and dad
if they’re in the mood.

Lab Made
Tianzifang’s winding alleys and
shops are another fun place for a
weekend stroll and a popular spot
to bring out-of-town visitors. Situated right by the entrance is Lab
Made, a Hong Kong export serving made-to-order ice cream,
where the ingredients are flash
frozen using liquid nitrogen. Kids
will enjoy watching the servers
churning each batch, which produces billowing clouds of nitrogen gas that dissipates within
seconds. Flavors change regularly,
but always include a selection of
classics as well as more unique
flavors like Hong Kong milk tea
with toast crumble topping.

> 137 Xing’an Lu, by Yandang Lu 兴安
路137号,近雁荡路. Open Mon-Fri:
7.30am-9pm, Sat: 9-12am. (156 1852
4236)

La Fantasia
This fun café, lounge and patisserie shop in Xintiandi serves a variety of elaborate sundaes and
dessert plates, which are good for
sharing. Their ice cream sundaes
rival those found at Gracie’s, and
there’s plenty of seating (and air
con) inside. Best suited for older
children and teenagers.

> 250 Taikang Lu, by Ruijin Er Lu 泰康路250
号，近瑞金二路. Open daily, 11am-10pm.
(3363 8008)

> 159 Madang Lu, by Taicang Lu 马当路
159号, 近太仓路. Open daily, 10am-11pm.
(6089 8363)

The Peninsula Ice
Cream Cart
Having trouble coaxing your kids
away from their screens for a
walk by the Bund? We reckon the
promise of some ice cream ought
to sweeten the deal a little. Operating from a cart situated outside
the hotel on Yuanmingyuan Lu
(where the Rockbund is), grab one
of four flavors to go and enjoy.
> The Peninsula Shanghai, 32 Zhongshan
Dong Yi Lu, by Beijing Dong Lu intersection.
圆明园路，近北京东路（路口）. Open
Sun-Thurs 12-7pm, Fri-Sat 12-9pm. (2327
2888)
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Fresh Fruit
Granita Recipe

A Fun Dessert Your Kids Can’t Resist
By Betty Richardson

G

ranita is a classic Sicilian summer dessert, and is incredibly
easy and fun to make. If you have a blender or food processor, then a fresh fruit base is hard to resist (watermelon,
which is currently in season, works particularly well), and has the added benefit of being free from processed sugar. If not, use a high quality
fruit juice instead.

Ingredients:
• 4 cups of fresh fruit, chopped and de-seeded
• Juice of one large lemon or lime, more if your fruit is very sweet.
• Handful of fresh mint leaves
Or
• 3 cups non-concentrate fruit juice
• 1 cup water
• Chopped fruit for garnish
• Juice of one large lemon or lime
Makes approximately six bowls

Instructions:
1 Chop fruit into chunks, making sure to remove seeds.
2 Squeeze lemon or lime juice.
3 Combine all ingredients into blender and purée until smooth.
4 Pour mixture into a shallow baking tray, and freeze for 45 minutes

or until it has begun to crystalize. Rake frozen parts with a fork, and
return to freezer.

5

Repeat every 45 minutes until texture is consistent, and serve in
shallow bowls or cups.

•

If using fruit juice (or any other substitute), skip steps 1 and 3.
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Food & fun
Family-friendly Restaurant

Thought for Food

A Relaxing Oasis That Is Kid Approved
By Shirani Alfreds

The Place & Vibe
Stepping into Thought for Food on Jianguo Xi Lu is like entering an
oasis of calm. Located at the ground floor of Living Room by Octave
(a wellness and holistic living concept), you feel the ‘Zen’ as soft music accompanies your walk down the sparse concrete corridor to the
restaurant. Set around a courtyard, the restaurant’s sliding doors
provide great in and outdoor flow and there is an eco-minimalist
feel that blends with the rest of the building. Natural wood tables
and recycled linen napkins are interspersed with luxuriously upholstered green armchairs, while an attractive buffet of appetizers
serves as a centerpiece next to the mouthwatering dessert bar. There
is fun among the functionality and the ‘zen’ is certainly welcome if
you’ve had a chaotic morning with the kids.

The Food
Renowned for organic and healthy dishes, the menu has good variety for a Sunday family brunch. The adults have the option of one of
the three mains (RMB188) or all of them (RMB258). This includes a
Bloody Mary, the appetizer buffet (salads, antipasti dishes, breads,
cheeses) and the dessert bar. The buffet spread and mains change
weekly, and we had a choice of egg, fish, or pork for the latter. My
husband tried the organic chicken egg with corn bread, leek and anchovy, and found it extremely tasty with the yolk oozing into the savory broth. I tried the grilled pork neck with homemade sauerkraut,
pear and Madras curry; the meat was tender and soft, and the curry
added both taste and texture to the pork. The Bloody Mary had the
right amount of spice, while fresh juices are also available.
The kids' menu featured a choice of six dishes: soup, pizza, fried rice,
a mash (great for babies), a gluten free option and a ‘safe’ dish (meat-
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balls with tomato sauce). Our toddler ‘hoovered’ her fried rice with
pumpkin and peas, while our six-year-old happily munched on her
mini spinach and cheese pizza.
The dessert bar had a vast range of beetroot or carob cookies, a
mixed berry chocolate or banana cake, fresh fruit, coconut mango
sago and a vanilla-chocolate mousse. Our toddler was obsessed with
the sago and our six-year-old enjoyed the mousse. I was particularly
fascinated that the beetroot biscuits, which didn’t taste like the vegetable at all! Best of all, they use honey instead of sugar to sweeten
the desserts.

Kid Approved
This won a huge stamp of kid approval. Its menu and buffet give everyone a range of choice, and kids can run around the courtyard. An
indoor playground (geared more towards toddlers and children under 7) with a ball pit, toddler slide and playhouse is available on site.
There is space to run around with ayis on duty; although kids under
age 3 need parental supervision. For those of you who worry about
taking your children out on high pollution days, the restaurant has a
sophisticated built-in air filtration system, which offers peace of
mind.

• Price per person: RMB188-258 per adult, RMB45 per child.
• Recommended ages: All ages (high chairs available)
• Good for: Sunday brunch, weekend or mommy lunches
• Top tip: Book ahead if you want to sit outdoors
> 357 Jianguo Xi Lu, by Taiyuan Lu, 建国西路357号, 近太原路 (33384660)

Date night Restaurant

El Patio

A Romantic Evening for Two
By Alyssa Wieting

The Place and Vibe
There are evenings when you need a break
from the kids and crave a more sophisticated
environment. Nestled in a converted stately
Concession-era villa is El Patio, a great option
for that romantic night out with just the two
of you.
El Patio has been around for four years, so
head chef Pol Garcia decided to revamp the
menu and venue last year. With two separate
concepts in the same villa, the ground floor
houses El Patio, a romantic dining experience
with a comfy outdoor space, while upstairs is
home to El Piso, a more colorful and traditional Spanish dining option.

The Food
Garcia has used his Spanish roots to create a
fine dining Mediterranean tapas experience.
Both restaurants have their own menu, expressing different ways of cooking and presenting tapas dishes.
With a substantial wine list available, we suggest sharing a bottle between the two of you.
Glasses of wine range from RMB68-88, while
bottles are anywhere from RMB338-1,388.
The gazpacho (RMB98) was a refreshing dish
to start with. Unlike others, this version did
not have an overwhelming watermelon zest,
but instead was heavier on tomato.
For something subtle, try the gambas al ajillo
(RMB158), small pieces of toasted bread topped
with prawns in garlic and brandy sauce and
dried chili. While we were expecting a spicy kick,
the savory flavors of the garlic and butter were
actually more prominent. The pimientos rellenos (RMB128), on the other hand, was a unique
dish full of flavor and unexpected texture, featuring roasted red peppers stuffed with codfish
atop a roasted pepper cream and olive oil.

We sampled a few dishes from El Piso just to
make sure it was up to par with its more mature sister restaurant downstairs, and we
weren’t disappointed. The croquetas de bacalao (RMB48) were delightful with a creamy
codfish center and lightly breaded shell. We
knew the arroz cremoso con berenjena ahumada y queso de cabra (RMB88) was going to
be good just from the delicious smell alone.
This risotto with smoked aubergine and goat
cheese was our favorite dish of the evening.
For dessert we’d recommend the chocolate
mazeta (RMB78)—a chocolate dessert which
mimics the look of dirt falling out of a flowerpot. With four kinds of chocolate in different
forms and textures, this dessert will not disappoint. Often desserts can be opted out of,
but trust us, you’ll want to leave room for
this one.

Date Night Approved?
If this restaurant isn’t date night approved,
then we don’t know what is. The romantic
ambiance is made up of soft Spanish music,
dimmed lighting, a fireplace, and complete
with white linen tablecloths and rose petals
sprinkled on top. Unlike some restaurants
where tables are all crammed together, El Patio offers ample space between them, which
gives you and your partner some privacy for
conversation. The outdoor patio couches are
perfect for a pre- or post-dinner cocktail on a
nice summer evening.

• Price: RMB400 per person
• Who’s Going: Couples and business
professionals

• Good for: Dinner or drinks
> 110 Fenyang Lu, by Fuxing Zhong Lu, 汾阳路110号, 近复
兴中路 (6437 5839)
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Take a Dip

Escaping the Summer Heat in
Shanghai’s Family-Friendly Pools
By Caleb Jasso

hanghai
summer temperatures can
be a bit unbearable, and many of
us will soon find ourselves in search
of a cool, sublime solution. Why not
make use of all the pools Shanghai has
to offer? The trick is finding them. Take
your family on a refreshing day away
from the heat to one of these
family-friendly pools that the
kids are sure to enjoy.

Ambassy Club
With slides, fountains and pool play-things galore, this former French
Concession private club turns into a child magnet come summertime.
The Ambassy Club is an excellent choice for the family, especially for
children, because it offers an array of kids’ swimming lessons for both
beginners and more advanced swimmers. The club’s refined atmosphere and good location keeps us coming back. Drop in during the
week for a quieter experience.
> Outdoor: Spring-Autumn. Indoor: year-round. Outdoor: Mon: 11am-7 pm, Tues-Fri: 9am-7
pm, Sat & Sun: 8am-7pm Indoor: Mon: 11.30am-7pm, Tues-Fri: 9.30am-7pm, Weekend: 8am7pm. Members only, but members can bring three guests per visit (limited to twice a month).
RMB150/adult and RMB80/child. 1500 Huaihai Zhong Lu, by Wulumuqi Zhong Lu 淮海中路
1500号, 近乌鲁木齐中路 (6437 9800 ext 133, www.ambassyclub.com.cn)

Dakang Indoor Water Resort
While you won’t get too much sun at this indoor mini-version
of Dino Beach, it’s a good place to bring the kids for an afternoon. Inside you’ll find a wave pool, water slides, family lanes, a
kiddie wading pool and a high-diving platform. One ticket during the week allows for 2.5 hours of watery playtime and two
hours on the weekend, and is perfect for anyone who wants to
wear out their kids for an early bedtime. Transfer to their shuttle bus near Metro Line 1 Gongkang Lu Station.
> June-Sept. 10am-9pm, Weekdays: RMB70/2.5 hours, Weekend: RMB88/2 hours,
555 Gongkang Lu, by Changlin Lu 共康路555号, 近长临路 (5640 6962)

Dino Beach
It’s no Wet‘n Wild Waterpark, but it might be as close as you get. You’ll find a smorgasbord of slides, a lazy river and inner
tubes, all of which are fun for the entire family, and of course, hundreds if not thousands of people. There are lifeguards
on deck, however, beware of the crowds at weekends as this is one of the more popular pool destinations.
> June 20-Sept 7. 9–12am until Aug 24. RMB120-150. 78 Xinzhen Lu, by Gudai Lu 新镇路78号, 近顾戴路 (6478 3333)
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Hongkou Swimming Pool
This huge 1,400 sqm pool can accommodate
nearly 600 swimmers, but even with all that
space, you might still get splashed. This is a wonderful option for large families who want to have
fun swimming around and splashing mom until
she gives you a stern look. Luckily for those who
prefer to ‘actually swim,’ ample lanes are provided. A few slides wind their way around as well.
> July 1-Aug 31, 9am-9pm. RMB35 in the daytime, RMB40 for
night swimmers (both have 2-hour time limit). 500 Dongjiangwan
Lu, by Dong Tiyuhui Lu 董家湾路500号, 近东体育会路 (5696
0676)

Sunny Beach Bihaijinsha
The largest artificial beach in China with 650,000 sqm of water
and 80,000 sqm of sand, its name – which means blue sea and
golden sand – is particularly apt. There are water trikes, volleyball
nets and surfboards for rent, just like at a real beach. Food is also
welcome, so bring the whole family and take along your picnic baskets for a pleasant day of seaside family bonding.
> June 21-Sep 9, 8am-9pm, RMB40 (Mon-Thurs), RMB60 (Fri-Sun). Half price for kids
under 1.3m. 39 Hai’ou Lu, by Jinhuitang Lu 海鸥路39号, 近金汇塘路 (5712 7811)

Oasis Riviera
Shanghai Sun Island Golf and Spa Resort
Surf’s up dude! This massive pool makes waves with its “real imported
sand” beaches and twisty slides. The pool is designed as a luxury water
playground for all ages and even takes on the appearance of a sandcastle.
More of an opulent weekend getaway than a day trip, you can also go rock
climbing, play on their 36-hole golf course, rent go-karts and ride horses.
> Outdoor: Mid June-Oct, Indoor: Year-round, Weekdays: 9am–4.30pm Weekends: 9am-6pm,
Weekdays: RMB80/members, RMB130/non-members, Weekends: RMB120/members, RMB200/
non-members, 2588 Shentai Lu 沈太路2588号 (6983 3888)

For the Gubei bunch, it’s not as nice as its nextdoor neighbor Mandarin City, but it’s easier to
get into. Here you’ll find a more family-friendly
atmosphere, as well as less of a crowd pushing
and shoving their way to the best parts of the
pool. However, if you’re looking for fun in the
sun, and don’t mind a little more of a crowd,
you’ll find it 10 blocks south at Mandarin City.
> July-Sep, 10am-8.30pm, RMB60, 883 Shuicheng Lu, by
Tianshan Lu 水城路883号, 近天山路 (3208 2003)

Purple Mountain Hotel
This round rooftop pool sees a number of parties
every summer. When there aren’t any jumpin’ parties taking place, this pool becomes a great spot to
take the whole family and soak the iconic city
landscape. Yet, just in case there is a mild party
happening while your family is visiting, there’s
also a kiddie pool that’ll keep the rugrats busy.
> June-Sep, 7am-10pm, RMB160, 778 Dongfang Lu, by Zhangyang
Lu 东方路778号, 近张扬路 (6886 8888)

New World Shanghai Hotel
It’s the largest hotel pool in Puxi and, while pricier than some of the ground-level spots, is quiet
and has a fantastic view. This makes it the perfect
getaway for families that are in search of a peaceful place to take the kids and relax poolside. An
ample number of lounge chairs and a decentsized outdoor terrace promise a calming afternoon escape.
> May-Oct, 6am-9pm, RMB250, 1555 Dingxi Lu, by Changning Lu
定西路1555号, 近长宁路 (6240 8888)
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Beating the Summer Holi-daze

Finding a Balance Between a Break and Keeping Minds Sharp
By Dr. Nate Balfanz, American Medical Center/JJ-Premier Medical Care (AMC/JJP)

W

hile there is no hard
and fast rule regarding
the right balance of
work and play for a child over the
summer months, researchers
have strongly supported vacation
trips and family-focused activities
over the summer months as a
way of strengthening familial
bonds and priming children for a
successful start to the following
school year.

S

ummer is right around the corner,
which means my waiting room is full
of anxious parents and antsy kids
pushing to finish the school year on a high
note while eagerly anticipating an extended
break from the classroom setting. In addition
to helping families prepare for the end of the
school year, many parents have asked for my
input and suggestion on the most effective use
of their child’s time as they plan for eight to 10
weeks of the summer holiday.
Many of us will use the holiday as an opportunity to vacation with our families – an activity that research suggests has a number of significant benefits for everyone involved. A
2009 study by Dr. Xinran Lehto and her colleagues from Purdue University in the US attempted to explore in greater detail the role
that holidays and vacations have on family
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dynamics. Results indicated that these vacations helped to promote familial bonding, enhance communication strategies and
strengthen cohesion among all family members. Related research studies have also noted
how well-timed holidays can reduce the detrimental effects of chronic stress that often surface as the result of a rigorous academic
school year. Thus, not only do breaks help
children approach the upcoming school year
with a rejuvenated mental and emotional
state, but kids may also become happier,
healthier and more productive.

‘Holiday breaks help children approach the upcoming school year with a rejuvenated mental and emotional state’
Tips for a Balanced Summer
for Your Child
1) Teach beyond the classroom. While the majority of Shanghai-based international schools
do an excellent job of combining classroom
teaching with in-vivo educational experiences,
the summer holiday can be a wonderful time
to round up the family for a learning opportunity that extends beyond the school environment. Research with your child about places
around the world you may have only read

about in books or seen on television, and
choose a destination that you anticipate will
be both enjoyable and educational.
2) Keep the structure, change the subject. If
you are looking to maintain the order and routine that a typical school day provides for your
child, there are a number of camps, universitybased programs and independent learning
centers offering summer curriculums that extend beyond the standard core school subjects.
Summertime is a great opportunity to swap
classes devoted to reading, writing and mathematics in exchange for classes that involve
more creative subjects like robot making or
computer game design.
3) Purposefully plan for the fall. There’s a
good chance that you’ll have to make some
modifications to your child’s daily schedule
over the summer months. But as the summer
winds down and the school year approaches, it
will be important to help prime your child’s
brain and body for a return to the school routine. In the final two to three weeks before
school starts, make sure that your child goes to
bed and wakes up at the same time they would
during the school year, and that other usual
daily routines are re-introduced.
Dr. Balfanz is the Senior Clinical Psychologist at American
Medical Center/JJ-Premier Medical Care (AMC/JJP), a
comprehensive mental and medical health service clinic for
children, adolescents, adults, and families living in Shanghai.
For more information on clinic services, contact Dr. Balfanz at:
nate.balfanz@amc-shanghai.cn
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irque Éloize have
established
themselves as
giants within the
contemporary circus
world. They have had
families ooh-ing and ahhing at their performances
for 23 years in more than
55 countries. They are now
bringing their act to the
Mainland and dazzling
audiences with their
stunning performances.

Cirkopolis

Cirque Éloize Brings Their Circus in a Suitcase to Shanghai
By Andrew Chin

F

or 23 years, Cirque Éloize has
brought their “circus in a suitcase” to over 500 cities in 55
countries. Before they make
their Mainland China debut
with their award-winning show
Cirkopolis from July 3-5, the founder of the
contemporary circus, Jeannot Painchaud marvels at how all this success came from his
childhood dream.
“I grew up on the Magellan Islands in the middle of the St. Lawrence Gulf, where there are
only 12,000 people. I always dreamed of going
to see the horizon and wanted to travel the
world on my sailboat,” he says.
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“One day, I went to a tall ship meeting in Gaspé in 1984 and I saw a circus tent. It was the
night of the birth of Cirque du Soleil. I went
and saw the show and was impressed. After, I
discovered the National Circus School in Montreal and that was it. I started the circus because I wanted to travel the world.”
Although he spent years touring the globe as a
circus artist and a busker, it was a desire to
bring a show to his hometown that led to the
creation of Cirque Éloize.
With six other friends, Painchaud says with a
smile, “That little show became a company.”
Cirque Éloize now employs 125 people, has

three touring companies, a big studio in Montreal to premiere their works and a circus festival that has been running for seven years.
He credits the company’s success to their early
decision to be the first contemporary circus
company to specifically focus on theaters, noting, “There are theaters everywhere.”
“I like it when the audience can look into the
eyes of the artists and can recognize them after
the show,” he adds. “And I’ve always wanted to
create a community on stage where there are
about 10-15 people on stage. All of our shows
are different, but they share that intimate
characteristic.”
However, one place that Cirque Éloize have yet
to perform in is China. For the company’s debut, they will be performing their Drama Desk
Award winning show, Cirkopolis, at Shanghai
Grand Theatre.
With a name that nods to Franz Lang’s 1927

‘Kids will appreciate the degree of difficulty of the acrobatics, the trapeze and
the juggling. It’s a circus,
even if it’s not a traditional
way of presenting a circus’
groundbreaking film Metropolis, the show follows a worker “who wants to contaminate the
sad environment with poetry.”
Blending choreography with eye-popping circus
arts that incorporate devices like the Cyr wheel,
the Chinese pole and the German wheel, Cirkopolis takes place in “a city where it’s all gears.”
With references to Terry Gilliam’s Brasil, Painchaud notes the show will appeal to all members of the family.
“The adults will appreciate all the movie references, the choreography, the subtle character
work and the acting,” he says.
“And kids will appreciate the degree of difficulty of the acrobatics, the trapeze and the juggling. It’s a circus, even if it’s not a traditional
way of presenting a circus.”
> July 3-5, 7.15pm (2pm matinee show on Sun), RMB180-680.
Shanghai Grand Theatre, 300 Renmin Da Dao, by Huangpi Bei
Lu 人民大道300号, 近黄陂北路 (400 610 3721, en.damai.
cn)
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Animamix
Biennale

Getting Kids Creative Through
Animation
By Andrew Chin

I

nspired by a new style she
found captured in animation
and comics, former MoCA
creative director Victoria Lu coined
the term ‘animamix.’ A decade
after that moment, MoCA
Shanghai is among five galleries
hosting the fifth edition of
Animamix Biennale.
Featuring 80 percent site-specific works, Animamix brings together 13 artists from around
the globe, spanning a variety of mediums like
sculpture, installations, VR gaming and short
film.
The museum’s third floor has been transformed into a studio for families and kids to
learn how animation is created.
“Our museum gets a lot of families,” curator
Wang Weiwei says. “We want to give children
an easy access into the art world by allowing
them to play.”
Award-winning animator Trevor Lai has created the Imagination to Animation project that
lays out the ways his studio uses technology

to create 3D animations of his famed characters like BOOMi, Bibop and Piggy. Visitors are
able to download his BOOMi app, which allows
them to add a 3D animated character to their
personal pictures or videos within seconds.
Hong Kong-based Bananafish Books’ Color of
Imagination project puts children in the role
of color designers. A wall is filled with black
and white pictures that are collectively
screened on an on-site TV – moving frame by
frame on each photo of the wall.

‘Our museum gets a lot of
families. We want to give
children an easy access
into the art world by allowing them to play’

Kids are encouraged to take one of the pictures and color them in as they desire. They
can then submit their work into a scanner
attached on the wall, which is automatical-

ly sent to the TV as part of the animated
short.
Creators of art and design books for kids, Bananafish believes “through coloring the black
and white story lines, we expect a wider instinctive understanding of story and color design.”
While Wang explains the rest of the Animamix
Biennale is dedicated to showcasing “the spirit
of what these forms can give people,” there are
plenty of works that will appeal to all members of the family.
The exhibition opens with Park Junghyun’s
‘Disturbing,’ a striking piece created from
string that visitors are encouraged to touch
and interact with. Raymond Zhou’s ‘Lo-Fi King’
features a playable vintage arcade system
loaded with 100 games and space for people
to ride around on toy scooters.
“Animation has infiltrated people’s lives by
bridging the gap between reality and fiction,”
Wang says. “An artist friend was telling me
about how her five-year-old daughter’s idea of
a mouse was Mickey Mouse. The young generation of kids had never seen a real mouse because city life is so modern.”

> Until July 17, 10am-6pm,
RMB50. MOcA, Gate 7, People's
Park, 231 Nanjing Xi Lu, by
Xinchang Lu 南京西路231
号人民公园7号门, 近新
昌路 (6327 9900, www.
mocashanghai.org)
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Book Reviews

On the

Page
Book Picks for Kids and Adults

Little Fish - A Graphic Novel for Young Adults
By Kendra Perkins
Have you ever faced a difficult change in your life, such as having to make a
big move to a new city? Ramsey Beyer’s first published book tells her real
life story of moving from a small farming town to the big city. In this autobiographical-style graphic novel, we get a glimpse into this brief period of
her life that’s filled with more change than she’s ever had to deal with before – not living with her family and having her best friends around her.
She chronicles all aspects of her life that are important and familiar to her
from what’s in her friend Merry’s basement to what she considers to be the
top 10 worst sounds.
Little Fish has a unique scrapbook style that includes many snippets of papers and items she’s collected along the way. Manual typewriter-style lists,
doodles, cartoons, notes and diary entries collectively depict how the author truly felt. Smudges and photocopied items are included, adding
warmth to the pages. This collection of pieces from her life shows more
than words alone possibly could.
The black and white format, combined with the scrapbooked pieces of her
life, create a deep connection between the reader and the author. While I
was reading this book, I felt that I could really relate to the emotions the
author was dealing with. Memories from periods of transition in my own
life surfaced as I followed along with her story. You can feel her excitement
for the opportunities ahead, and also her fear as new challenges present
themselves at the same time. In the end, however, Beyer always finds an optimistic way to deal with these problems or stresses. The lists that she creates often add humor and show her true personality. I highly recommend
this as a first graphic novel to read.
I loved this graphic novel and would encourage teens to experience what
Beyer went through by reading Little Fish.
It’s easy to relate to, particularly for international students who have recently experienced similar circumstances firsthand.
Kendra Perkins is Coordinator for the Shanghai Librarian
Network, Ambassador of China for the International
Librarian Network and Head Librarian at YK Pao School. Find
her at www.theinspiredlibrarian.com.
This book is available on taobao and amazon.cn.

Knocked Up Abroad: Stories of
Pregnancy, Birth and Raising a
Family in a Foreign Country
By Alyssa Wieting
Not everyone is going to be able to relate to this book,
but everyone will be charmed by it. After finding her
true calling in the psychology of child rearing practices
worldwide, Lisa Ferland is now focusing her work on
cultural differences in parenting. In this book, she has
compiled stories of 21 women (and two men) about
their experiences of giving birth in a foreign country.
While some are filled with joy, some are challenging,
and some are just plain funny, each story is unique, and
always keeps the reader engaged and eager to turn the
page.
Although not everyone knows what it is like to give
birth abroad, every parent can relate to the basic anxiety that comes before having a baby. The pressure of experiencing that in a foreign country is the basis for the
book, and Ferland looks further to address questions
such as, ‘What is the correct way to raise my child?’ –
with a complicated global twist. She successfully portrays her philosophy: there is no one right way to raise
a child. Parents all over the world struggle with the
same basic issues of having a baby and there are many
right ways to go about them.
What would usually be simple tasks like registering a
child for preschool or going for a check-up all become
more difficult when families are placed in an unfamiliar country. From midwives and natural childbirth in
the Netherlands to giving birth on all fours in West Africa, these women have been through anything and everything. These intriguing, heartwarming and entertaining stories will keep you guessing and bring back those
fond (and maybe not so fond) memories of your own
childbirth experiences.
I would highly recommend this book to parents, whether they are living abroad, pregnant with their first child
or have three kids in grade school. There is something
in here for everyone and it makes you realize you aren’t
alone in this complicated world of parenting.
> This book is available at beijingbookworm.com.
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Young Eyes Photography Competition in Review

Celebrating and Recognizing Shanghai’s Young Shutterbugs

O

n April 10, Urban Family proudly
hosted a photography competition
and exhibition for talented youngsters in Shanghai. The event acknowledged
these shutterbugs and celebrated their passion
for the art.
All nominees’ work was exhibited for five
days at The Place with an awards ceremony

Category: Landscape/Cityscape
Rachel Juay, 17 years old,
Yew Chung International School

Category: Color

Thomas Roberts, 12 years old, British International
School Shanghai Puxi
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capping it off to congratulate those who produced the best photography through their
lens. A grand total of 114 photos were submitted and displayed at the venue for onlookers to
vote for and appreciate. Photographs were
judged according to five categories: Portrait,
Landscape/Cityscape, Emotion, Color and
Spring.

Category: Emotion

Yasmine Porath, 14 years old,
Shanghai Community International School

It was an inspiring event for the families of
the nominees and other attendees, who celebrated the talent of these young photographers and the beautiful images they put on
display for everyone to enjoy. We would like to
say a special thank you to all of our nominees
for contributing their work and congratulations to the winners!

Category: Portrait

Felix Asard, 14 years old,
Shanghai Community International School

Category: Spring

Hugo Axelmangnus, 14 years old, Shanghai Community International School

"6 Sleepless Nights" from YCIS
— Judges Award

"30 Died" from Wellington College
— Public Choice Award

"Beside the Point" from BISS Puxi
— Most Spirited School Award

Sound of
Spring Recap

Music, Mother’s Day and a
Whole Lotta Fun

O

ver the Mother’s Day weekend on May
7-8, Urban Family and That’s Shanghai took over Jinqiao’s Green City for
our Sound of Spring event sponsored by Skechers.
More than 5,000 families turned out for a
celebration of music, sports and life. The weekend was packed with fun-filled activities, including a Mini Euros soccer tournament, parades and plenty of bouncy castles and play
centers for the little ones.
The weekend culminated in the fifth annual
Battle of the Bands to raise money for Heart to
Heart Shanghai, a charity that supports Chinese children from underprivileged families
who are undergoing heart surgery. Ten bands
from seven international schools took part in a
dynamic and raucous competition and showed
some seriously impressive talent. Over
RMB11,000 was raised for the charity, thanks to
the bands, audience and participating schools!
It was a wonderful weekend to celebrate
family, spring, music and all the wonderful
mothers around Shanghai.
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Urban Scenes
SUIS Gubei-Hongqiao Celebrates Graduation Ceremony

On May 25, SUIS Gubei-Hongqiao celebrated its fourth graduation ceremony of IB Diploma students successfully completing their studies.
The ceremony was attended by the Gubei campus teaching staff, parents, university counsellors and Grade 11 students. This class of 2016
reached a new benchmark in the history of the IB Diploma at SUIS Hongqiao-Gubei. As the fourth cohort of IB graduates, all students who
applied and are now enrolled in overseas universities, received offers from the world’s top 200 universities or top 10 specialist colleges.

Celebrating Creativity at Wellington
College Summer Festival

NAIS Pudong Students Volunteer in
Tanzania

Following the success of last year’s Fayre, Wellington College International Shanghai was proud to hold its second Summer Festival on May
28. It was an amazing opportunity for the Wellington community to
celebrate its pupils’ creativity and to share the Wellington spirit in a relaxing environment. Heather Salmon, chair of Friends of Wellington
expressed, “This year we wanted to celebrate the strong creative talent
of Wellington pupils in art, dance, music and culture, and hence the
theme of creativity.”

NAIS Pudong Year 12 students were part of the Nord Anglia project in
Tanzania that’s making a difference for the communities there. The
expedition program saw students from 29 Nord Anglia Education
schools visit Tanzania throughout the year, with each group building
on the work of those who came before them. Before they left for the
trip, NAIS Pudong students spent months fundraising to ensure they
would be able to complete important service projects while they are
on the ground.
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Harrow Welcomes Jonathan Horsnell
to Team

YCIS Travel to Inner Mongolia for Million
Tree Project

Harrow International School Shanghai is excited to welcome
Mr. Jonathan Horsnell as the head of prep school. Bringing with
him over 25 years of experience in education, he will be a vital
and integral member of the team. He has become a Harrovian
to the very core after spending 14 years at Harrow School in
Bangkok.

Four Year 12 students from Yew Chung International School of Shanghai’s
(YCIS) Gubei Campus recently traveled to Inner Mongolia to help offset
greenhouse emissions by participating in the Million Tree Project, part of
a Shanghai Roots & Shoots initiative. In total, the students planted more
than 550 trees and pruned a forest planted in 2012. This annual trip was
made possible by fundraising efforts held by the student-run YCIS Environment Club in order to continue to support the organization.
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EVENTs

Submit your event listings to urbanfamily@urbanatomy.com
June 8 | ARTS

June 9 | ARTS

H2OMMES
Warcraft
The massively popular video game series gets the cinematic treatment in what
its producers are hoping will be the next great fantasy franchise. A decade in
the making, Warcraft explores the conflict between orcs and humans. Toby
Kebbell (Dawn of the Planet of the Apes) stars as the honorable orc leader
Durotan leading his people from their dying world of Draenor to the world of
Azeroth. However, Travis Fimmel (Vikings) stars as Anduin Lothar, leader of the
humans fearing the sudden arrival of these fierce orc invaders. Paula Patton
(Mission: Impossible – Ghost Protocol) plays the half-human half-orc Garona
Halforcen who must decide where her loyalty lies.

This production from Adone, France mixes musical theater with live animation
for an imaginative show about a puppet who discovers his real-life animator.
Suitable for kids 2-10 years old.
> June 9-26, 10.30am, 2.30pm, 5pm and 7pm, RMB380 (for two) or RMB580 (for
three). ASK, Hubnovo, 3/F, Block 5, 1898 Gonghexin Lu 共和新路1898号5号楼3楼
(247tickets.cn)

June 10 | SPORTS

June 9 | ARTS

Magician Q Battle
This bilingual interactive multimedia magic show follows a battle between the three supreme
magicians in all the land. The
show is suitable for children over
age four and will dazzle all ages
with their impressive tricks and a
timeless story of good versus evil.
> June 9, 10.30am, 2.30pm and
6.30pm, RMB120. The Pearl, 471 Zhapu Lu, by Wujin Lu 乍浦路471号, 近武进路
(400 610 3721, en.damai.cn)

June 9 | ARTS

Hockey Night in Shanghai
As part of the Shanghai Youth Hockey Festival, this exhibition game pits the
best hockey players in Shanghai against each other. After representing the city
in January’s 13th Chinese National Winter Games, Team Shanghai will take
on Team World – comprised of some of the finest players in the Shanghai Ice
Hockey League. Wear black if you’re Team Shanghai, or white if you’re Team
World.
> June 10, 7-9.30pm, RMB100-180. Feiyang Skating Center, Feiyang Skating Center,
201 Yunlian Lu, by Liuhe Lu 云莲路201号, 近浏河路

June 11 | ARTS

SWIFT

Moon Mouse - A Space Odyssey

Inspired by Gulliver’s Travels, this visual spectacle has traveled around the
world. Using an invented language, Swift! tells this outsized story suitable for
children 3 and up.
> June 9, 10.30am, 2pm and 4.30pm, RMB80-240. Joy House, 400 Zhangyang Lu
张杨路400号 (400 610 3721, en.damai.cn)

Lightwire Theatre presents this fantastical story of Marvin the mouse who embarks on his greatest adventure yet, where he must save the day in a show that
celebrates differences.
> June 11, 3pm, RMB120-280. Shanghai Poly Theatre, 159 Baiyin Lu, by Yumin Nan
Lu 白银路159号, 近裕民南路 (247tickets.cn)
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June 16–19 | ARTS

June 21-26 | ARTS

Swan Lake on Ice
Madagascar Live!
The historic Majestic Theatre recently reopened in Jing’an and they are hosting this theatrical adaptation of the DreamWorks animated blockbuster. This
action-packed show follows the adventures of Alex the Lion, Marty the Zebra
and more, as they escape from the zoo on a journey to King Julien’s Madgascar.
Hit song ‘Move It, Move It’ will be performed along with a few extra originals
added for this family friendly hit show.
> June 16-19, 7.30pm (10.30am and 2.30pm), RMB180-880. Majestic Theatre, 66
Jiangning Lu, by Nanjing Xi Lu 江宁路66号, 近南京西路 (400 610 3721, en.damai.cn)

The Imperial Ice Stars return to Shanghai with their award-winning adaptation
of Tchaikovsky’s classic. This innovative portrayal features 26 Olympic, World,
European and National Championship skaters bringing contemporary ice dance
to new levels.
> June 21-26, 7.15pm, RMB150-550. Shanghai Culture Square, 36 Yongjia Lu, by
Jianguo Lu 永嘉路36号, 近建国路 (247tickets.cn)

June 23–26 | ARTS

June 17 | ARTS

Royal Danish Ballet
Finding Dory
Thirteen years after Finding Nemo, Pixar has finally crafted a follow-up. This
one focuses on the lovable amnesiac Dory (voiced by Ellen Degeneres) who
suddenly remembers a childhood in California. Eager to reunite with her family,
she sets off on an adventure with appearances by the first film's Nemo, Marlin
and the Tank Gang, as well as new characters like Bailey, a white beluga whale;
Destiny, a whale shark, and Hank, an octopus.

Established in 1748, the world’s third oldest ballet company remains one of the
most acclaimed. They’ll be paying tribute to the legendary 19th century Danish
choreographer August Bournoville with renditions of his 1842 masterpiece Napoli
(Thurs-Fri) and his 1836 romance La Sylphide, as well as George Balanchine’s sublime 1947 tribute to classical ballet Theme and Variations (Sat-Sun).
> June 23-26, 7.15pm, RMB280-1,280. Shanghai Oriental Art Center, 425 Dingxiang
Lu, by Shiji Dadao 丁香路425号, 近世纪大道 (400 610 3721, en.damai.cn)

June 24-26 | ARTS

June 19 | SPORTS

Shanghai Racing 5K & 10K

Mr. Satie - Made in Paper

The second running of the Tian Ma Shan Classic features a multi-terrain course
through Shanghai Binjiang Forest Park. 5K and 10K options are open with minimum ages of 8 (for 5K) and 15 (for 10K). Top 3 male and female runners in each
category will receive a trophy. Bus departs at 7.30am from Nanyang Lu across
the street from Big Bamboo for RMB50 return fare.
June 19, 8am, RMB150. Shanghai Binjiang Forest Park, NO.3, Lingqiao Area,
Gaoqiao Town 高桥镇凌桥高沙滩3号, 上海滨江森林公园 (247tickets.cn)

Poland’s Teatr Atofri presents French composer Eric Satie’s musical theatre
productions. The show encourages children to use their imagination by using its paper set design as a tool to make music and solve riddles together.
Appropriate for ages 1-5.
> June 24-26, 10.30am and 3.30pm (with 5pm shows on Sat-Sun). Shanghai
Children’s Art Theatre, 800 Miaojiang Lu, by Xizang Nan Lu 苗江路800号, 近西藏南
路 (247tickets.cn)
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June 25 | ARTS

July 7-9 | ARTS

Shanghai International Children’s
Lifestyle Exhibition

Shadow Space
Finalists on Ukraine's Got Talent, the shadow theater innovators have since
wowed on similar TV shows across Europe and prestigious festivals like the
Odessa International Film Festival.
> June 25, 7.30pm, RMB80-380 Shanghai Poly Theatre, 159 Baiyin Lu, by Yumin
Nan Lu 白银路159号, 近裕民南路 (400 610 3721, en.damai.cn)

This event focuses on trending children’s lifestyles and will be staged at the
Shanghai Exhibition Center. Over 100 exhibitors from China, America, Japan
and other countries will host various parent-child interactive activities, such as
dance, book readings, theatrical performances and sports contests.
>July 7-9, 9am-5pm, RMB20 for children, RMB60 for adults. Shanghai Exhibition
Center, 1000 Yan’an Xi Lu, by Wuyi Lu 上海展览中心, 延安西路1000号, 近武夷路
(www.gewara.com)

July 1–3 | ARTS

July 8-17 | ARTS

Traces
Dora the Explorer Live!
The Nickelodeon favorite comes to life in this English language production by
Australia’s Life Like Touring. In Search for the City of Lost Toys, Dora must find
her lost teddy bear with the help of friends like Diego as well as the audience.
The intrepid explorer must use all her skills from counting to languages to
complete her mission in this interactive performance, perfect for kids 2-8 years
old.
> July 1-3, 7.30pm (Fri-Sat) and 3.30pm (Sat-Sun), RMB180–480. Shanghai
Children’s Art Theatre, 800 Miaojiang Lu, by Xizang Nan Lu 苗江路800号, 近西藏南
路 (400 610 3721, en.damai.cn)

Founded by seven former top members of Cirque du Soleil, Les 7 Doigts de la
Main has been winning contemporary circus awards by mixing traditional acrobatics with contemporary dance and street elements like skateboarding and
basketball. Traces follows seven people trapped inside as an unknown catastrophe is happening outside, who decide to live their last moments to the fullest.
Suitable for ages five and up.
> July 8-17, 7.30pm (Fri-Sun) and 2.30pm (Sat-Sun), RMB180-480. Shanghai
Children Art Theatre, 800 Miaojiang Lu, by Xizang Nan Lu 苗江路800号, 近西藏南
路 (400 610 3721, en.damai.cn)

July 26-27 | ARTS

July 1–4 | ARTS

Shanghai
Young Art Fair
Following its successful
launch last year, this art fair
for emerging or undiscovered
artists returns to take over
Shanghai Exhibition Center.
More than 200 artists under
the age of 45 from all over
China will take part, providing
a great opportunity for collectors and enthusiasts to find
the next artistic trendsetters
before the word gets out and
prices go up.
> July 1-4, 2-9pm, 10am-6pm, 10am-2pm, RMB60-120 (RMB198 for four day pass).
Shanghai Exhibition Center, 1000 Yan'an Zhong Lu, by Shaanxi Nan Lu 延安中路
1000号, 近陕西南路 (400 610 3721, en.damai.cn)
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The Jungle Book
The acclaimed Chapterhouse Theater makes the trip from the UK to bring their
wondrous adaptation of Rudyard Kipling’s classic story of a young boy who survives the jungle with fabulous friends like Baloo the Bear. Adapted by awardwinning writer Laura Turner, The Jungle Book has already delighted crowds
around the world through past tours.
> July 26-27&31, 7.30pm, RMB80-280. The Children’s Art Theatre of China Welfare
Institute-Malanhua Theatre, 643 Huashan Lu, by Wulumuqi Bei Lu 华山路643号,
近乌鲁木齐北路 (6248 2081)

listings
Education
Early Childhood Education
Canada & China International
School Affiliated with the
Vancouver International
Educational Development Centre.
Whole day kindergarten program
for ages 3 to 6, 9am - 3.30pm.
After school programs available on
weekends: Emergent Art, Science,
Drama and Literature. Block B,C,D,F,
3/F, 1399 Beijing Xi Lu 北京西路
1399号3楼B,C,D,F座 (3207 1135)
International Play Point @ Longbai
GB2, Building 2, Longbai Service
Apts, 2461 Hongqiao Lu 龙柏IPP, 虹
桥路2461号2号楼GB2 (6268 8320)
Shanghai babyArt Education
Management Consulting Co.,
Ltd. Room 705, Bldg A, Hongqiao
Flourish Lotus Plaza, 1050 Wuzhong
Lu 吴中路1050号虹桥盛世莲花
广场A幢705室 (5422 1000, www.
babyart.cn)
Totsgarten Play Center Odin Palace,
Branch 88, Club House, 3001
Hongmei Lu 奥玎亲子坊早教中心,
虹梅路3001弄88支弄奥玎花园会所
(6401 8381, www.totsgarten.com)

Kindergartens
American Kindergarten Stars and
Stripes 138 Yingbin San Lu 迎
宾三路138号 (6268 5006, www.
starsandstripes.cn, info@USL.com)
Bright Start Academy 2F, 10-3
Cangwu Lu, by Tianlin Lu 苍梧路
10号3幢2楼, 近田林路 (6451 7908,
www.kidsbrightstart.com)
Century Star Bilingual Kindergarten
169 Boshan Dong Lu, by Jujiaqiao
Lu 博山东路169号, 近居家桥路
(5850 6698, www.shsjx.com)
China Welfare Institution
Kindergarten 1361 Xiuyan Lu, by
Hunan Lu 秀沿路1361号, 近沪南路
(6819 2362, www.cwikin.com)
Dulwich College Kindergarten
Shanghai 425 Lan’an Lu, by Biyun
Lu 蓝桉路425号, 近碧云路 (5899
9910, www.dulwichcollege.cn)

Fortune Kindergarten International
School 1) 55 Lancun Lu 蓝村路55号
(5875 1212, www.fkis.com.cn) 2) 201
Donghuan Long Lu 东环龙路201号
(5039 8797) 3) 2151 Lianhua Lu 莲花
路2151号 (5458 0508)
Happy Bridge Kindergarten 489
Huaiyin Lu, by Linquan Lu 淮阴路
489号, 近林泉路 (6223 8870, www.
happybridge.org)
Harvest Baby Kindergarten 149
Hengbang Lu, by Tiantong'an Lu 横
浜路149号, 近天潼庵路 (6587 8662)
Learning Habitat Bilingual
Kindergarten Block C, Blue Sky Villa,
1980 Hongqiao Lu, by Hongmei
Lu 虹桥路1980号蓝天别墅C
幢，近虹梅路 (6262 7668, www.
learninghabitat.org)
Little Eton Bilingual Kindergarten
592 Wanping Nan Lu, by Lingling Lu
宛平南路592号，近零陵路 (6469
0445, www.little-eton.com, littleeton@eastday.com)
Maryland Kindergarten 1/F&3/
F, Building 4, 1838 Gubei Lu, by
Wuzhong Lu 古北路1838弄4号
楼1F&3F, 近吴中路 (6270-1378,
marylandsh@hotmail.co.jp)
Merrykids Kindergarten No.42, 21
Pubei Lu, by Liuzhou Lu 浦北路21弄
42号, 近柳州路 (6483 0206, www.
merrykids.com)
Montessori Children’s House
English-German-Mandarin classes.
7.30am - 4.40pm. 56 Lingshan Lu,
by Yinshan Lu and Yunshan Lu 灵山
路56号, 近银山路和云山路
Montessori School of Shanghai 1)
Qingpu Campus: 1230 Zhuguang
Lu 诸光路1230号 (5988 6688, www.
montessorisos.com) 2) 21 Donghu
Lu 东湖路21号 (5403 7699, www.
montessorisos.com)
Morgan Rothschild Childcare Center
Building 161, 1358 Huqingping
Gong Lu 沪青平公路1358号161
幢 (6976 1000 ext 10/88, www.
morganrothschild.com)
SCIS Hongqiao ECE Campus 2212
Hongqiao Lu 虹桥路2212号(6261
4338, Fax: 6261 4639)

Shanghai Angels Kindergarten 281
Panlong Cun 蟠龙村281号 (5988
3458, www.angels.org.cn)
Shanghai Greenfield Kindergarten
1980 Hongqiao Lu, by Hongmei
Lu 虹桥路1980号, 近虹梅路 (6261
4446)
Shanghai Ladder Bilingual
Kindergarten 910 Yingkou Lu, by
Xiangyin Lu 营口路910号, 近翔殷路
(6534 7515)
Tweety's English School No 66, 60
Jinhui Nan Lu, by Wuzhong Lu 金
汇南路60弄66号, 近吴中路 (6406
0846)
Shanghai Montessori Kindergarten
No. 20, 1117 Zhuguang Lu 诸光路
1117弄20号 (3319 9422, www.s-m-k.
org, montessorikindergarten@
yahoo.com.cn)
Shanghai Victoria Kindergarten
1) No. 1, 71 Huating Lu, by Huaihai
Zhong Lu 华亭路71弄1号, 近淮海
中路 (5403 6901, www.victoria.
edu.hk) 2) No. 15, 155 Baocheng
Lu 宝城路155弄15号 (5415 2228,
www.victoria.edu.hk) 3) No. 38, 39
Yinxiao Lu 银霄路39弄38号 (5045
9084, www.victoria.edu.hk) 4) No.
81, 300 Gumei Lu 古美路300弄81号
(6401 1084, www.victoria.edu.hk)
Shanghai Weihai Kindergarten
International Division Ages
3-6, Bilingual English/Chinese
classrooms, Montessori-based
Curriculum. 730 Weihai Lu, by
Shaanxi Bei Lu 威海路730号, 近陕
西北路
Phone: Mr. Kobe (136.4175.2501)
Email: happyweihai@gmail.com
WuNan Kindergarten International
School 14 Wulumuqi Nan Lu 乌鲁木
齐南路14号 (6433 7993)
YCIS Shanghai Kindergarten 1)
HongQiao Campus: 11 Shuicheng
Lu, by Hongqiao Lu 水城路11号,
近虹桥路 (6242 3243, enquiry@
sh.ycef.com) 2) Regency Park
Campus: 1817 Huamu Lu 花木路
1817号 (5033 1900, enquiry@sh.ycef.
com)

International Schools
Britannica International School
Shanghai 1988 Gubei Nan

Lu, by Wuzhong Lu 古北南路
1988号, 近吴中路 (6402 7889,
www.britannicashanghai.com,
admissions@britannicashanghai.
com)
The British International School
Shanghai, Puxi 111 Jinguang Lu
金光路111号 (5226 3211, www.
bisshanghai.com admissions@
bisspuxi.com)
Nord Anglia International School
Shanghai, Pudong 600 Cambridge
Forest New Town, 2729 Hunan Lu
沪南公路2729弄康桥半岛600号
(5812 7455, www.naispudong.com
enquiries@naispudong.com)
Capistrano Valley China SH School
No.390 East Ti Yu Hui Road 东体
育会路390号( 6199 9140, www.
cvcschool.cn, info@cvcschool.cn）
Concordia International School
Shanghai 999 Mingyue Lu, by
Huangyang Lu 明月路999号, 近黄
杨路 (5899 0380, www.ciss.com.cn,
admissions@ciss.com.cn)
Deutsche Schule Shanghai No 30,
399 Zhuguang Lu 诸光路399弄30
号(3976 0555, www.ds-shanghai.
org.cn, info@ds-shanghai.org.cn)
Dulwich College International
School 266 Lan’an Lu, by Mingyue
Lu 蓝桉路266号，近明月路 (5899
9910, www.dulwich-shanghai.cn,
admissions@dulwich-shanghai.
cn)
Livingston American School 580
Ganxi Lu 甘溪路580号 (6238 3511,
www.laschina.org, Info@laschina.
org)
LYCÉE FRANÇAIS DE SHANGHAI
1) 350 Gaoguang Lu 高光路350
号 (3976 0555, http://ef.shanghai.
online.fr) 2) Bldg D, 1555 Jufeng Lu
巨峰路1555D楼 (6897 6589)
Hong Qiao International School 218
Yili Nan Lu, by Lanbaoshi Lu 伊犁
南路218号, 近蓝宝石路 (6268 2074,
6268 3121, www.hqis.org)
Shanghai American School 1)
Pudong Campus: 1600 Lingbai
Gong Lu 凌白公路1600号 (6221
1445, www.saschina.org) 2) Puxi
Campus: 258 Jinfeng Lu, by Beiqing
Gong Lu 金丰路258号, 近北青公路
(6221 1445, www.saschina.org)
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Shanghai Community International
School 1) Hongqiao Campus:
1161 Hongqiao Lu 虹桥路1161号
(Tel: 6261-4338) 2) Hongqiao ECE
Campus: 2212 Hongqiao Lu 虹桥路
2212号 (Tel: 6295-1222) 3) Pudong
Campus: 198 Hengqiao Lu 横桥路
198号 (Tel: 5812-9888) www.scishis.org admission@scis-his.org
Shanghai Rego International School
1) 159 Diannan Lu 淀南路159号
(5488 8320, www.srisrego.com) 2)
189 Dongzha Lu, by Shuying Lu 东闸
路189号, 近疏影路 (5488 3431, www.
srisrego.com)
Shanghai Singapore International
School 1) Minhang Campus: 301
Zhujian Lu 朱建路301号 (6221 9288,
www.ssis.cn , info@ssis.cn) 2)
Xuhui Campus: 1455 Huajing Lu 华
泾路1455号 (6496 5550, www.ssis.cn
, info@ssis.cn)
Shanghai United International
School 1) Hongqiao Campus: 999
Hongquan Lu, by Jinhui Lu 虹泉路
999号, 近金汇路 (3431 0090, www.
suis.com.cn) 2) Gubei Secondary
Campus: 248 Hongsong Dong Lu
红松东路248号 (5175 3030, www.
suis.com.cn) 3) Pudong Campus: 48
Xueye Lu 雪野路48号(5886 9990,
www.suis.com.cn) 4) Shangyin
Campus: 185 Longming Lu龙茗路
185号 (5417 8143, www.suis.com.
cn) 5) Jiao Ke Secondary Campus:
55 Wanyuan Lu 万源路55号 (6480
9986, www.suis.com.cn)
Western International School
of Shanghai 555 Lianmin Lu, by
Huqingping Gong Lu 联民路555
号, 近沪青平公路 (6976 6388, 6976
6969, www.wiss.cn admission@
wiss.cn)
Wellington College International
Shanghai 1500 Yaolong Lu, by
Haiyang Xi Lu 耀龙路1500号, 近
海阳西路 (021-51853885, www.
wellingtoncollege.cn, admissions.
shanghai@wellingtoncollege.cn)
Yew Chung International School of
Shanghai 1) 18 Ronghua Xi Dao, by
Shuicheng Nan Lu 荣华西道18号,
近水城南路 (2226 7666 ext 2345,
www.ycef.com, enquiry@ycef.
com) 2) Century Park Campus: 1433
Dongxiu Lu, by Jinhe Lu 东绣路1433
号, 近锦和路 (2226 7666 ext 2345
www.ycef.com, enquiry@ ycef.com)
3)Hongqiao Campus: 11 Shuicheng
Lu, by Hongqiao Lu 水城路11号, 近
虹桥路 (2226 7666 ext 2345, www.
ycef.com, enquiry@ycef.com) 4)
Pudong: Regency Park, 1817 Huamu
Lu, by Liushan Lu 花木路1817号, 近
柳杉路 (2226 7666 ext 2345, www.
ycef.com, enquiry@ycef.com)
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YK Pao School No. 20, 1251 Wuding
Xi Lu 武定西路1251弄20号 (6167
1999, www.ykpaoschool.cn)

Language Center
Panda Chinese Language & Culture
Training Centre iMandarin “Ting Bu
Dong” is Long gone! 1) Shanghai
Centre Campus: Suite 720-721, 1376
Nanjing Xi Lu 南京西路1376号720721室 (3222 1028, www.iMandarin.
net, study@imandarin.net) 2)
Yuandong Campus: Room 1916,
Bldg B, 317 Xianxia Lu, by Gubei Lu
仙霞路317号B座1916室, 近古北路
(5239 2807, www.iMandarin.net,
study@imandarin.net) 3) Xintiandi
Campus: Suite 1708, Shui On Plaza,
333 Huaihai Zhong Lu, by Madang
lu 淮海中路333号瑞安广场1708
室，近马当路 (3308 0508, www.
iMandarin.net, study@imandarin.
net) 4) Gubei Campus: Suite C207,
Shang-Mi Ra Commercial Centre,
2633 Yan’an Xi Lu, by Shuicheng
Nan Lu 延安西路2633号美丽华商
务中心C207室, 近水城南路 (3223
1046, www.iMandarin.net, study@
imandarin.net) 5) Suite 2312, Bank
of China Tower, 200 Yincheng
Zhong Lu, by Lujazui Dong Lu 银城
中路200号中银大厦2312室，近陆家
嘴东路 (5037 2711, www.iMandarin.
net, study@imandarin.net) 6) 1779
Yunshan Lu, by Biyun Lu 云山路
1779号，近碧云路 (6105 9572, www.
iMandarin.net, study@imandarin.
net)
YouMandarin Language Center
YouMandarin , whatever your
objectives - personal training,
corporate training, cultural
acclimation, providing your
children with an opportunity
for a head start, or even just
fine-tuning your accent- our
customized training system
ensures that all your needs can be
met in a timely fashion. Quality
assurance is our foremost concern.
(www.youmandarin.com, info@
youmandarin.com)
Jing'an Campus: Suite 4I, Crystal
Century Tower, 567 Weihai Lu 威海
路567号4I室 (5204 7618)
Hongqiao Campus: Suite 1812,
Tower A, City Center, 100 Zunyi Lu
遵义路100号1812室 (6090 6068)
Mandarin House Chinese Schools
International quality accredited
Chinese language programs.
Whether at your office, home,
or our conveniently-located
schools; learn practical and
modern Chinese with experienced
teachers. Effective courses include:
Conversational Chinese, Written
Chinese, Business Chinese, HSK

Preparation and tailor-made
Private Tutoring to meet your
specific needs. Mandarin House is
an official registered HSK testing
center as well. Call us or visit
our school and see why more
than 20,000 people have chosen
Mandarin House for learning
Chinese!
People's Square:
12F, 650 Hankou Lu
汉口路650号亚洲大厦12层
Hongqiao:
Room 538, 321 Honggu Lu
虹古路321号538室
Xujiahui:
8F, 88 Caoxi Bei Lu
漕溪北路88号圣爱广场801室
Pudong Lujiazui:
11F, 1088 Pudong Nan Lu
浦东南路1088号中融大厦1107&09
室
info@mandarinhouse.com
www.mandarinhouse.com

Family Fun

NBA Playzone The NBA is excited to
provide children and their families
with a safe, clean environment
for sports and fun right in the
heart of Shanghai. Our 1,500
square meter space features ten
signature elements including a
concessions area and a retail store.
Whether it’s hitting a buzzerbeater at the Arena, exploring
the twists, turns and slides in the
Mascot Training Ground, building
balance and coordination in the
Rookie Challenge, watching your
favorite player come to life at the
Interactive Court, dunking like a
pro on our trampoline lanes or
measuring yourself against your
favorite star at one of our NBA
Measure-Ups, NBA Playzone is
sure to deliver an active, inspiring,
educational, and fun experience
for the whole family. What’s more,
our world famous NBA mascots,
Clutch and Benny the Bull, will
make regular appearances at NBA
Playzone, delighting parents and
children alike with their comedic
routines.
Website: www.nbaplayzone.com

Email: info@nbaplayzone.com
Address: 2F, Hubindao Shopping
Mall, Huangpu District
Opening this summer!

Homeware
ANNABEL LEE SHANGHAI is a
Shanghai-based luxury home and
fashion accessories brand that
reflects beautiful Chinese tradition
and culture. It boasts sophisticated
modern Chinese design in the form
of the finest Chinese silk, cashmere
and jewelry. Silk pouches with
delicate embroidery, intricatelywoven cashmere shawls made
of the highest-quality cashmere
from Inner Mongolia, breathtaking jewelry made of beautiful
gemstones, all of which make
perfect gifts! 1) No. 1, Lane 8,
Zhongshan Dong Yi Lu, by Fuzhou
Lu (6445-8218) 10am-10pm 2) Unit
3, House 3, North Block Xintiandi,
181 Taicang Lu, by Huangpi Nan Lu
(6320 0045) 10am-10pm 1) 中山东
一路8弄1号, 近福州路 2) 太仓路181
弄新天地北里3号楼3单元, 近黄陂南
路
OTTO Packing & Transport Co.,
Ltd Office move experts, over 300
office relocations annually, each
project over 300 headcounts. We
provide professional International,
domestic and local household
goods relocation service and office
move. As well as warehousing
and records managements
service. OTTO has headquartered
office in Beijing, branch office in
Shanghai and Guangzhou. Tel:
8621-54246872, Mob: 13801604452,
Email: eason.luo@ottochina.com,
Hotline: 4008101279, http://www.
ottochina.com

Health
Health Services
AmMed Cancer Center 20/F,
Shanghai Ruijin Hospital OPD, 197
Ruijin Er Lu 瑞金二路197号瑞金医
院门诊大楼20楼 (6415 5988, www.
ruijin-ammed.com)
Bioscor Shanghai Clinic No. 5, 89
Xingguo Lu 兴国路89弄5号 (6431
8899, www.bioscor.com.cn, info@
bioscor.com.cn) 9am-6pm
Chiropractic-ESI Spinal Clinic MonFri 9am- 8pm, Sat- Sun 9am- 1pm.
551 Pudong Nan Lu 浦东南路551号
(5879 9999)

Global HealthCare Medical &
Dental Center – Puxi Suite 303,
Eco City 1788 Nanjing Xi Lu, by
Wulumuqi Bei Lu (5298 6339, 5298
0593) 南京西路1788号1788国际中
心303室, 近乌鲁木齐北路
Global HealthCare Medical &
Dental Center – Pudong Shop 212,
Shanghai World Financial Center,
100 Shiji Dadao, by Lujiazui Huan
Lu (6877 5093, 6877 5993 ) 世纪大
道100号上海环球金融中心商场212
室, 近陆家嘴环路
Healthway Family Medical Centre
Mon-Sun, 8am - 11.30am, 1.30pm5pm 1) 1228 Biyun Lu 碧云路1228
号 (5030 1699, 800 988 1103)
2) 371 Xinzha Lu 新闸路371号
(6359 1082, 800 988 1103, www.
healthwaychina.com)
International Medical Care Center
of Shanghai Mon-Fri, 8am-4pm
First People’s Hospital, 585 Jiulong
Lu 九龙路585号上海第一人民医院
(6324 3852)
New Vison Eye Clinic Mon-Fri 8am5pm. Plaza C, No. 777, Centruy
Avenue, by Nanquan Bei Lu 世纪大
道777号广场C, 近南泉北路 (www.
rjeye.com)
Shanghai DeltaWest Clinic Building
B-5F, 2558 West Yan’ an Lu 延安西
路2558号B座5层 (400 821 0277/
2213 9777, www.deltahealth.com.
cn, patientservice@deltahealth.
com.cn)
ParkwayHealth Medical & Dental
Centers 24/7 Hotline 6445 5999
1) Mon - Fri, 9:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Sat - Sun, 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Gleneagles Medical and Surgical
Center, Tomorrow Square 4F, 389
Nanjing Xi Lu
2) Mon - Fri, 9:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Sat & Sun, 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Hong Qiao Medical Center, 2258
Hong Qiao Lu.
3) Medical Center
Mon - Fri, 9:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Sat & Sun, 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Dental Center
Mon - Sun, 8:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Shanghai Centre Medical & Dental
Centers, 203-4 West Retail Plaza,
1376 Nanjing Xi Lu.
4) Mon - Sat, 9:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
After Hours Care (Primary Care)
Mon - Sun, 7:00 p.m. - 9:00 a.m.
Specialty and Inpatient Center, 3F,
170 Danshui Lu. (near Xintiandi)
5) Medical Center
Mon - Fri, 8:30 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Sat & Sun, 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Dental Center
Mon - Fri, 8:30 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Sat & Sun, 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Jin Qiao Medical & Dental Center,
997, Biyun Lu, Jin Qiao, Pudong
6) Mon - Fri, 9:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Sat, 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Jin Mao Tower Medical Center,
(Close to Gate 15) 1N01(B) Jin Mao
Tower, No.88 Century Ave, Pudong
New Area
Shanghai United Family Hospital
and Clinics 1) Mon-Sat: 8.30am5.30pm 1139 Xianxia Lu, by Qingxi
Lu 仙霞路1139号, 近青溪路 (2216
3900, 2216 3999) 2) Mon-Sat 9am5pm Shanghai Racquet Club, Lane
555 Jinfeng Lu, by Baole Lu 金丰路
555弄上海网球俱乐部内, 近保乐
路 3) Mon-Sat: 8.30am-5.30pm 1/
F, area A & B, 525 Hongfeng Lu, by
Mingyue Lu 红枫路525号A&B区1
楼, 近明月路 (5030 9907) 4) MonSat: 8am-5.30pm 8 Quankou Lu, by
Linquan Lu 泉口路8号, 近林泉路
(www.ufh.com.cn)
SinoUnited Health, Physiotherapy,
Orthopaedics, Sports Medicine 1)
Gubei Clinic: 491 Yili Nan Lu, by
Huangjincheng Avenue 伊犁南路
491号，近黄金城道 (6124 9979) 2)
Jinqiao Clinic: No. 16, 300 Hongfeng
Lu, by Biyun Lu 金桥红枫路300
弄16号, 近碧云路 (5030 7810) 3)
Shanghai Centre (Portman) Clinic:
Suite 601, Shanghai Centre, 1376
Nanjing Xi Lu 南京西路1376号上海
商城西峰601室(6279 8920)
Shanghai ConBio Aesthetic Surgery
Hospital 259 Xikang Lu 西康路259
号 (6289 5163, 6289 5165, www.
chinameirong.com/english)
Shanghai Redleaf International
Women and Infants Center;
Shanghai Redleaf International
Women's Hospital 8am-5pm 24/7,
1209 Huaihai Zhong Lu, by Donghu
Lu 淮海中路1209号, 近东湖路 (6196
3333, marketing@redleafhospital.
com, www.redleafhosptial.com)
Sunshine Children's Clinic 85 Yili
Nan Lu, by Guyang Lu 伊犁南路85
号, 近古羊路 (5477 6480)
Wooridul International Spine
Hospital (Shanghai) 106 Shi Guang
Yi Cun, by Wujiaochang 市光一村
106号, 近五角场 (6117 9900, www.
wolide.com/en)
WorldPath Clinic International
Mon-Fri 9am-8pm, Sat-Sun 9am4pm, 399 NanQuan Bei Lu 南泉
北路399号 (2020 7888, www.
worldpathclinic.com, service@
worldpathclinic.com)

Chinese Medicine
Body & Soul - Medical Clinics 1)
Huangpu: 14/F, An Ji Plaza, 760
Xizang Nan Lu 西藏南路760号安基
大厦14楼5室 (5101 9262, huangpu@
bodyandsoul.com.cn) 2) Minhang:
Zhi Di Plaza, 211 Chengjia Qiao Zhi
Lu 程家桥支路211号 (6461 6550,
minhang@bodyandsoul.com.cn)
3) Jingan: 6/F, Four Seasons Hotel,
500 Weihai Lu 威海路500号上海
四季酒店6楼 (5101 9262, jingan@
bodyandsoul.com.cn) 4) Pudong:
Room 1303, Jin Ying Bld. (B), 1518
Minsheng Lu, by Hanxiao Lu 民
生路1518号金鹰大厦1303室，近
含笑路 (6162 0361, pudong@
bodyandsoul.com.cn)

Pregnancy Health Services
American-Sino OB/GYN Service
Mon-Fri 9am - 8pm, Sat-Sun 9am
- 5pm 1)Inpatient: 14/F, Complex
Building Huashan Hospital, 12
Wulumuqi Zhong Lu, by Changle
Lu 乌鲁木齐中路12号华山医院综合
楼14楼, 近长乐路 (6249 3246, 5288
7240) 2) Outpatient: 3/F, Block 6,
Clove Apartment, 800 Huashan
Lu, by Zhenning Lu 华山路800弄丁
香公寓6号裙楼3楼, 近镇宁路(6210
2299)
Parkway Health Medical Center
Services include family medicine,
birthing, paediatrics, infertility
treatment, ultrasound scanning
and 24-hour in-patient & urgent
care. Mon-Sun 9am - 9pm, 2/F,
1376 Nanjing Xi Lu, by Xikang Lu 南
京西路1376号2楼，近西康路 (6385
9889, 24 hour hotline: 6445 5999)
Shanghai East International
Medical Center 551 Pudong Nan Lu
浦东南路551号 (5879 9999, www.
seimc.com.cn)
Shanghai Redleaf International
Women and Infants Center;
Shanghai Redleaf International
Women's Hospital 8am-5pm, 24/7,
1209 Huaihai Zhong Lu, by Donghu
Lu 淮海中路1209号, 近东湖路 (6196
3333, marketing@redleafhospital.
com, www.redleafhosptial.com)
Shanghai United Family Hospital
Mon-Sat 8:30am -5:30pm, 1139
Xianxia lu, by Qingxi Lu 仙霞路1139
号, 近青溪路 (2216 3900, 400 639
3900, www.ufh.com.cn)
VIP Maternity & GYN Center VIP
13-15/F, 12 Wulumuqi Zhong Lu, by
Changle Lu 乌鲁木齐中路12号, 近长
乐路 (5288 9999, www.upmg.us)
WorldPath Clinic International
Mon-Fri 9am - 8pm, Sat-Sun 9am4pm, 399 Nanquan Bei Lu 南

泉北路399号 (2020 7888, www.
worldpathclinic.com, service@
worldpathclinic.com)

Afterschool
Activities
New Horizons Since 2006, New
Horizons has helped thousands of
international students get into elite
American universities and boarding
schools with their professional test
prep courses (SAT, ACT, SSAT, SCAT)
and Language arts courses. No.480
Hongxu Lu 虹许路480号古北中心
(021-52280110) / No.372 Xingle Lu,
Huacao, Minhang 闵行区幸路372
号, 华漕中心(021- 52288552) / No.18
Huangyang Road, Pudong 黄杨路18
号浦东中心 (021-58341378)
Active Kidz Shanghai A not for profit
youth sports organization offering
recreational and competitive
sports’ programs for children 3- 15
years old in Pudong and Puxi. More
information on www.activekidz.org.
The Little Gym Programs include
parent/child classes, gymnastics,
karate, dance and sports classes.
Suite J, 28/F, 588 Pudong Nan Lu, Pu
Fa Mansion 浦东南路88号浦发大
厦28楼J 室 (021 6859 6266, www.
thelittlegym.com.cn)
Craft’d Shanghai The new Craft'd
studio in Xuhui gives children the
opportunity to try out a different
craft activity each week in a safe
and secure environment. From
mosaic to paper mâché, appliqué
to ceramic painting there is sure
to be something for every child to
enjoy! 250RMB per class (1 1/2 hours,
including snacks) or 2300RMB for
a bundle of 10 classes. We also run
craft classes for adults in our studio
located at 1218 Fuxing Lu, near South
Shaanxi metro 复兴路1218号，近陕
西南路地铁站 (WeChat: craftd_sh.
www.craftd-shanghai.com)

Travel
Classic Travel This full service
English-speaking travel agency
books very classic trips in China
and throughout Asia with a special
focus on southeast Asia getaways.
English-savvy, but you need to call to
get the real scoop as the website is
more idea oriented, rather than total
service. Monday-Friday, 9am-6pm.
2nd Floor, Block D, Art Forest 525
Fahuazhen Lu, by Dingxi Lu 法华镇路
525号创意树林D单元2楼, 近定西路
(400 820 6113; luxury@classictravel.
net.cn; www.classictravel.net.cn)
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Advice Column

Advice from Dad

Answering Tough Questions and Getting a Dad’s Perspective
By Leonard Stanley

F

rom a father and educator's perspective, Leonard is here to give you
the advice you’ve been seeking – whether it's a question about
school, your teenager, family life, expat life or if you just need a dad’s
point of view.

Shanghai can be a stressful place to live. How do you
deal with stress and how does it affect your family
life?
When I am stressed out in Shanghai I usually find myself managing and overcoming
that stress with two activities that can seem to be at the opposite ends of the social spectrum. They provide me with the balance I need to stay stable. They are group exercise
and spending time alone.
Exercise is probably the most effective way to blow off some steam and unwind after a
stressful day, and I enjoy being part of a gym or sports team. Engaging in team sports or
interacting with others in your gym will provide you with the opportunity to quickly
build a social base of likeminded people, while enabling you to temporarily forget about
whatever stressful situation you were dealing with that day. If you’re lucky enough to
have a workout partner, you can enjoy a bonding experience with him or her.
When being active isn’t an option, I need to find a way to enjoy some personal time. It
may be hard to come by and it may even sound a bit selfish, but the significance of personal time cannot be underestimated. Every now and then people just need to be alone
to ‘recharge their batteries’ after a long day at work. It may not be a daily thing, and the
sessions may not last for long periods of time, but if you can find time to get a few minutes to yourself, undisturbed, then you’re not only doing yourself a favor but you will
also be a better partner and parent. When executing this, it is important to communicate and reciprocate with your partner!

How has your family handled friends repatriating
over the years?
In a city where acquaintances turn into friends and friends become extended family
very quickly, close friends repatriating can be a significant disruption to your daily routine. With that being said, you never really lose contact with the people who have made
a significant impact on your life. You will find ways to keep in touch. And while you may
not be able to replace a friend in your social circle you will be able to make space to introduce new people into your life. Continue doing the things that you enjoy and you
will be around like-minded people with whom you can share those experiences. You
will never forget the close bonds you have built with the people you meet here in Shanghai and the good thing is you don't have to.

Leonard Stanley was born and raised in Washington D.C., and has lived in Shanghai since 2009 with his wife and two
young children Kyle (12) and Christopher (8). Leonard teaches Theory of Knowledge as well as Language & Literature at the
Western International School of Shanghai.
Do you have a question for Leonard? Email urbanfamily@urbanatomy.com for
your question to be answered in the next issue.
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How do you keep older
kids motivated?
When it comes to keeping adolescents motivated, they have to see the point of working
hard. If they do not understand how hard
work will benefit them then they will have
little reason to put energy into trying to be
successful. Here are a few things you can do
to keep young adults focused and on task.

1. Establish a rapport.
Once you are able to understand each other’s feelings and ideas through open and
honest communication, you will have a
great foundation to build up from. Remember to be genuine and respect their opinion
by not trying to manipulate them into acting a certain way.

2. Agree upon a set of reasonable
expectations and achievable
goals that they can work towards.
You may even think about establishing a reward system for when those goals are met.
Allow for this to be a mutual conversation
and encourage their input as well as rewards.
Use visual aids such as vision boards or posters to reinforce the idea that they are working toward a goal.

3. Be firm, fair and flexible
Balance praise with constructive criticism
and do not be afraid to set boundaries. While
you want to be friendly, you do not need to
be friends and that is an important distinction. Understand that each child is different
and it may take some time to figure out
what works. If you have a rapport and expectations, and are firm, fair and flexible you
will be able to motivate a young adult. Build
a relationship of mutual respect that also allows you to be comforting and caring while
showing your confidence and staying in control of the situation.

